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Tappan Co. Closing Will
Cost MES $3,000 A Month

APPRECIATION RECEPTION — Members of the physical plant department at Murray State University recently
were honored in recognition of their work in the refurbishing of the Forrest C. Pogue Special Collections Library
with a reception in the Grand Reading Room of the historic and newly-dedicated building. The facility, open to the
public, houses historical records and political papers, as well as personal memorabilia and literary resources of Kentucky author-poet Jesse Stuart.

Miami Schools Reopen; Damages
After Riots Near $200 Million
By MATT BOKOR
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI t AP) — Schools reopened today as Miami's riot-torn northwest side
remained calm except for an isolated
shooting incident. But in Tampa, a
police officer was shot in the face as he
tried to barricade a street where rocks
had been thrown.
Estimates of the overall financial toll
in two nights of violence rose to near
POO million.
Meanwhile, Miami authorities
suspended one city policemen in the
alleged bludgeoning of a suspected
woman looter during the riot. Both the
policeman and the woman are black.
And four officers, three white and one
black, were suspended during a probe
of charges that cars at a shopping
center had windows smashed and
"looter" and "thief" spray-painted on
them. All five officers were kept on the
payroll while the allegations were investigated.
Classes resumed today for a quartermillion students in the nation's fifthlargest school system for the first time
since a weekend of violence left 15 persons dead and Miami's Liberty City
section in ruins.
It was the third night of scattered
unrest in Tampa, where a white jury
acquitted four white ex-policemen in
the death of black businessman Arthur
McDuffie, spawning rioting in Miami,
his hometown.
Tampa Police Officer R.H. Cooke, 28,
was shot in the face Wednesday by a
sniper as he stepped out of his cruiser in
a black neighborhood where isolated
rock throwing had been reported. He
was reported in good condition with a
gunshot wound in the cheek.
Police arrested Edward D. Powell, a
20-year-old black, who was charged
with being an accessory after the fact to
attempted first-degree murder. They
were seeking others in the shooting.
Wednesday was Miami's quietest
night since bloody violence erupted
Saturday. "It's so quiet, it's just
unreal," said Metro Officer Ray
Southerland. But 2,900 National Guard
troops were stationed in school yards,
fire departments and warehouses in
case of more trouble. About 700 had
been sent home.
Miami had a peaceful night until 3:25
a.m., when two Dade County officers
were fired upon while sitting in their
patrol car in the black northwest
neighborhood, police said.
Police spokesman Torn Banks said
the assailant, also in a vehicle, led the
officers on a 10-block high-speed chase
during which he fired upon a black
bystander. No one was injured in the
shootings, he said.
Taken into custody in adjacent
Hialeah on attempted murder and aggravated assault charges was Raul.
Angel Oliva. 21, Banks said.
Also Wednesday night, a parochial
school was firebombed in Coconut
Grove on Miami's southeast side, causing 85,000 damages to an office and portable classroom, authorities said.
As classes began again, absenteeism
was running higher than normal at one
school in the riot area, Miami Jackson
high, which is about 50 percent black,
said Principal Percy Oliver.
Oliver said he wasn't convinced
• ‘ent students were afraid at violence.

"They could be a little nervous. They
area.
could just want another day off," he
Schools were opening today for the
said.
first time this week, and emergency
Some 2,900 National Guard troops
bans on liquor sales were lifted. But
were stationed in school yards, fire
orders against sales of guns and amdepartments and warehouses in case of „,jxamition remained in effect counmore trouble. About 700 had been sent
tywide, as did orders that gasoline not
home.
be pumped into anything but vehicles.
"The community is still rife with tenPresident Carter, who has been asked
sion and we're going to maintain the
by Gov. Bob Graham to declare Dade
capability to move back in should proCounty a disaster area, planned to visit
blems arise," said Dade County Sheriff
Miami soon.
Bobby Jones. Earlier Wednesday, he
Meanwhile, a federal grand jury inlifted the curfew that had been in effect
vestigating McDuffie's death was to
since Sunday over a 52-square-mile
continue its closed-door meetings.

13 to city councilman Steve Sammons.
Sammons earlier requested certain
electric system records from the past
five years. Hughes said that he had
received no response from Sammons.
When contracted this morning, Sammons said, "According to the letter I
received, they (the board) have interpreted the open records law as meaning
that I have to go there and find the
records and they will copy them for

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
The closing of the Tappan Co. plant in
Murray will amount to a net income
loss of approximately $3,000 a month
for the Murray Electric System according to a report given by superintendent Ron Underwood to members of the
MES board Wednesday afternoon,
Underwood said that he would
prepare a complete report on the
ramifications of the closing for the
board members. Tappan Co. officials in
Mansfield, Ohio, announced last month
that the local plant will be closed this
year.
The board voted to hire a certified
electrical inspector at a salary of $175 a
month with all fees to go to the electric
system. An ordinance requires that the
inspector be available during the day.
The job will be offered to the present inspector, Alfred Duncan.
The bid of $10,165.79 of Parker Ford
for two pick-up trucks was accepted.
The bid includes trade-in of a 1976
Courier. The board accepted the bid
with the understanding that the company will deduct $475 for air conditioring on another truck.
In other business, the board voted to
lease a lot at Fifth and Walnut Streets
to the city for $1 a year. The city attorney will prepare the lease agreement.
Board attorney Nat Ryan Hughes
showed members a letter he sent May

Hughes'letter to Sammons states,"If
an employee of the electric system had
this job to do alone, it would take days
on end and I don't believe this is contemplated in the law."
Sammons said, "According to the
legal opinion I have received, the board
is responsible for digging out the
records. I have notified them of what
records I want and under the law, they
are responsible for getting them to
me."
Sammons, who said he understood
there would be a copying fee for the
records, indicated that he plans to request an opinion from the Kentucky at-

Final Portion Of
Interstate 24 To
Be Opened Friday
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The final
23-mile portion of Interstate 24 to be
completed will be opened to traffic Friday at 9 a.m. CDT.
With the opening of the section from
the 1-24 interchange at the Western
Kentucky Parkway to the US. 68 interchange near Cadiz, all of 1-24 will be
open to traffic except the bridge over
the Ohio River.
The cost of the 67 miles of 1-24 in Kentucky totaled just over 8192 million, 90
percent of which was paid by federal
4, funds.

Repair Work Delays
Park Pools Opening

MHS Commencement
Rescheduled For
Lovett Auditorium
Due to weather conditions, Murray
High School commencement exercises
will be held at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus, Roy Weatherly,
school principal, said this morning.
The ceremony originally had been
scheduled for Ty Holland Stadium
behind Murray Middle School.

torney general on the matter.
According to Kentucky's Open
Records law, the attorney general is
obligated to respond to a request for an
opinion on an open records question
within 10 days.

Delays in repair of the large pool's
guttering system have prompted
postponement of the scheduled opening
date of the Murray-Calloway County
Parks pool complex.
The pools, which were set to open
Saturday, May 24, will open the first or
middle of next week,according to parks
director Gary Hohman. The exact date
will be announced later.
Delay in shipment of materials used
in the repair and the unpredictability of
weather conditions have hampered the

pool contractor's work of replacing the
tile in the guttering system, Hohman
said. The tile is being replaced with a
mixture of concrete and white marble
dust, the same substance which is
presently on the walls and floor of the
pool.
Season pool passes are still on sale at
the parks office at a reduced rate.
Single passes are $30 and family passes
are $60 if purchased prior to Monday,
June 2. After that date, prices go up to
845 for single pavies and $75 for family
passes.

Extension Granted For
Rain Dampens Prospects Of Hunt Two CETA Employees

For Mount St. Helens Survivors
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) — A
chance of rain dampened the prospects
for a search for survivors of the Mount
St. Helens volcano today and threatened to ground. President Carter's plans
for a helicopter tour of the mountain.
But rain was welcome in the communities to the east that have been
nearly shut down as ash from the
volcano lay down a gritty blanket up to
seven inches deep.
Officials in eastern Washington extended emergency orders to prevent
new health hazards from the material
spewed out in the blast that killed 14

people, laid waste to thousands of acres
of pristine forest and sent tons of mud
and debris slithering down into nearby
rivers.
The missing lisrfii-om Sunday's eruption — an explosion estimated at 2,500
times as powerful as the World War n
atomic bombing of Hiroshima, Japan —
stood at 90 today.
Gray rainclouds hung over the mountain as Carter arrived Wednesday night
to assess the devastation. The president
has declared Washington state a mayor
disaster area.
Carter told reporters he had come to

Unemployment Claims
Highest Since 1967
WASHINGTON (AP)— An estimated
616,000 jobless Americans filed initial
claims for unemployment insurance
during the week ending May 10, the
highest number since at least 1967, the
government said today.
The Labor Department's report provided another ominous sign that the
economy is falling into a serious recession with unemployment to rise higher
than official Carter administration
forecasts.
The Labor Department said the
seasonally adjusted figure for initial
unemployment insurance claims filed
during the week ending May 10 compares with 595,000 initial claims filed
the week before.
Only once before has the number of
initial claims for a week exceeded
600,000 during the 13 years that the
Libor Department has been collecting
seasonally adjusted data. That was during the week ending April 19, when
807,000 initial claims were filed.
Initial claims for Jobless benefits
have been averaging about 600,000 a
week for the part four weeks.
Last month, the nation's unemployment rate jumped from 6.2 percent to 7
percent, the highest level in 24 years
and ttie largest one-month jump since
the last recession five years ago.
The Carter administration officially
predicts a short and mild recession this
year, with unemployment peaking at
7.3 percent next year. But some ad-

ministration economists say privately
that the rate could hit 7.5 percent this
month and surpass 8 percent by the end
of the year.

express "my admiration for the
courage and for the calmness that the
people have shown in the face of one of
the most devastating natural explosions our nation has ever known.”
But state officials told him they needed money. Rep. Mike McCormack, DWash., whose district includes the
volcano, said the president was told
that cleanup of ash-laden cities in
eastern Washington could cost between
$150 million and $200 million.
As poor weather hampered helicopter
searches Wednesday,the mountain was
quiet. Scientists, however, worried that
cascading mud could raise the bed of
the nearby Cowlitz River, resulting in
flooding, and kept watch on a giant mud
logjam at the top of the Toutle River
that was holding back the waters of
Spirit Lake.
Meanwhile, states of emergency in
several eastern Washington counties
hard hit by the volcano's ash fallout
were extended for health reasons.

U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford has announced that the Department of Labor has
granted an extension of eligiblity for
two Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) employees in
Calloway County.
Ford indicated there had been some
difficulty in approving the waiver granting the extension because each county
request was submitted after the D of L
deadline. The delay was caused by problems involved during the change of
state administrations which occurred
at the time of the deadline.
"The request for each county involved has now cleared legal hurdles and
once the proper paperwork is completed by the prime sponsor, each one
will be approved," Ford said.
The exemptions were granted for
specific quarters of 1979. The senator
pointed to the Labor Department's flexibility as a major factor in the effort to
make the program available to counties
having a definite need.
Calloway County judge-executive
Robert O. Miller, who is in charge of the
county CETA program, was out of town
and unavailable for comment on the
matter.
Those counties affected in addition to
Calloway are Adair, Butler, Carroll

Christian, Estill, Graves, Garrard,
Green, Lincoln, Marshall, McCreary,
Powell and Pulaski.
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy tonight with a
chance of rain, lows near 60.
Thunderstorms likely Friday
with highs in the upper 70s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

359.24
359.21

Top Academic Students To Give Addresses

Calloway High Graduation Set For Tuesday
Graduation ceremonies for the senior
class of Calloway County High School
will be held at 8 p.m. Tuesday, May 27,
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The program will begin with "Pomp
and Circumstance" being played by the
high school band. The invocation will be
given by Karon Walker, secretarytreasurer of the senior class, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker, Route 1,
Almo.
Following the band's selection of
"The Way We Were," Kerry Lamb,
senior class vice president and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb, Route 1, Murray, will give the welcome
The salutatory address will be
delivered by Lisa Bazzell, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Clovis Rana, Route I,
Murray, and Dale Finney, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cliff Finney, Route 1, Murray.
Bazzell and Finney were ranked second academically in the class with averages of 97.05.
Denise Rutherford, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Robert J. Rutherford, Route
1, Almo, will give the valedictory ad-

Denise Rutberfard
Valedictorian
dress. She maintained the top average
In the class, 96.63.
Sharon Walker, senior class reporter
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jot).

Use Smell
Co-Salutatorian
Walker, Route 1, Almo, will present the
moments of reflection.
Principal Jerry Ainley will present
the senior class while diplomas will be

Dale Timmy
Co-Saintatorian
awarded by Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent; Walter Byars, board of education
chairman; and Ferrell Miller, board
vice chairman.
'
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Child Find
Month Now
FRANKFORT, Ky. - May
has been designated Child
Find month by the Kentucky
Department of Education to
alert parents and others to
services available for handicapped children through
public schools.
According to department officials, programa and services
for handicapped children have
changed significantly in the
last 10 years, and parents need
to be aware of what schools
can do to help their children.
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Raymond
Barber said, "Every child
deserves the chance to learn.
Hopefully, through efforts
such as Child Find, handicaps
will be recognized early
enough for the child to begin
proper individualized programs."
If a child is referred to the
local school district for a
suspected handicap, a team
composed of professionals and
the child's parents discuss the
child's current abilities and
needs, based on an educational evaluation. If the team
decides that special services
are warranted, an Individual
Education Program is outlined for the child, based on
evaluation information.
This plan describes special
education services which will
be provided to meet the child's
individual needs. While the
child is in the program, this
plan is reviewed and updated
at least once a year to ensure
educational goals and objectives are being met through
the services. Parents are included in all decisions about
their child's program.
The Kentucky Department
of Education officials ask
anyone who suspects a child
may have a handicap to contact the local school district.
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Calloway Couple
Married 50 Years

peaty
By Abigail Van Buren

"King Heroin" Makes
A Lousy Ruler

DEAR FRIEND: If the cremated remains look (and
smell) like cigarette asheir,That's probably what they
are.
It's a common misconception that after cremation
the body is reduced to fine ashes. Actually, what
remains is a combination of bone fragments and
ashes.

o.t..

CONFIDENTIAL TO "WANTS TO BE POPULAR":
When you enter a room, do you say, "There YOU
are," or "Here I am?" Ponder that a while.
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ROUTEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Routen
of Mayfield Route 1 announce
the birth of a baby birl, Jenny
Sue, born on Monday, May 12,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Routen of Lynnville
and Mrs. Harry Lou Mason of
Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bray
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bray of Murray Route 3 observed
their 50th wedding anniversary on May 14. They were married on that day in Almo in 1930.
Mrs. Bray, the former Eulala Hopkins, is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Howlett Hopkins of Calloway County.
Mr. Bray is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Matt Bray, also
of Calloway County.
The couple resided in Michigan for 35 years before Mr.
Bray retired from the Chrysler Plant and Mrs. Bray from the
Detroit Osteopathic Hospital.
Mr.and Mrs. Bray have two sons, two daughters, 13 grandchildren,and one great grandchild, all residing in Michigan.

Murray-Calloway Camera
Club Sees Film At Meet
The Murray-Calloway
Camera Club held its meeting
in
,
on Monday, May 5, at 7 p.m.
the basement annex of the
First United Methodist Church.
A film, "The Beginning of
Photographic Composition,"
VMS shown. Members also
brought prints and slides for
discussion.

THE

The next meeting will be
held Monday,June 2, at 7 p.m.
in the church basement. Dr.
and Mrs. A. G. Wilson who
have completed their trip
abroad plan to show slides of
Greece.
For further information
about the club, persons may
contact Robert Crenshaw, 7530836.

ACESTRA Cl.CORN, JR.

-Wrinkles are hereditary.
Parents get them from their
children."-- Doris Day.

NORTH

5-22-A
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The Madrigal Singers from
Murray High School, directed
by Mrs. Joan Bowker, choral
music instructor, presented
the program at the meeting of
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held
Monday, May 12, at the club
house.
Formal selections sung by
the group included "All Ye
Who Love Music," "Not Unto
Us, 0 Lord," "0 Eyes of My
Beloved," and "My Heart Is
Offered Still To You."
Their program of music also

Blankenship.Circle
Holds Meeting-At—
Butterworth Home
Donna Jackson presented
the program at the meeting of
the Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church held May 8
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Martha Butterworth.
Mrs. Jackson read an excerpt from the book, Taste of
Honey by Norline Rendall.
The circle chairman, Glenda Hill, presided with reports
given by Joanne Mahan,
secretary, and Marilyn Erwin,treasurer.
A report on the Presidents'
Day held May 8 at the First
United Methodist Church was
given by Mrs. Butterworth.
Bibles will be given to the
high school graduates of the
church.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess. Also present
were Nancy Blankenship,
Wanda Kimbro, Nancy Simpson, and Donna Whitfield.

included selections from 1880
1900, and solo performance:
by Kevin Cole, Clare Bell.
Karen Hainsworth, Sherry
Newsome,and Becky Hough.
During the business session
the department voted to again
sponsor the Kentucky Charity
Horse Show.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Thomas Denton, Mrs. Richard
Knight, Mrs. Bailey Gore,
Mrs. Donald Hughes,and Mrs.
James Frank.
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Marian M. Adams of
South had a c4e of the
Murray has been dismissed
wrinkles in his/ play of
from the Western Baptist
WEST
EAST
STORE a,
today's challenging slam. •7 5 4
Hospital, Paducah.
•6
Its line of play offered a •86
•Q J 109
reasonable chance of •Q 10 9 8 5
•6 4 3 2
•109 76
success, but it didn't occur •K J 5
to him that an unusual duck
SOUTH
would have given him a sub•AKQJ98
•7 3
stantially better shot.
•A K
South Blackwooded in
•AQ4
hopes of finding an ace and
two kings and, when North
showed only one, South
Vulnerable Both. Dealer.
played in six spades.
The diamond 10 went to South The bidding:
declarer's ace and two
rounds of trumps were South West North East
Pass
1,
Pass
drawn, leaving the 10 in 2•
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
dummy.
Next
came 4 NT
Pass
5•
Pass
dummy's two top hearts and 5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
a heart ruff, hoping to split 6.
Pass
Pass
Pass
that suit evenly.
West discarded and
declarer's last chance lay
Opening lead Diamond ten
with a successful club
finesse
Dummy was
entered with the spade 10,
Declarer discards both of
the club finesse lost to
the clubs on dummy's hearts
West's. king and the slam
and the defense is held to
was destined for defeat. only one heart trick.
Eventually, the defense got
another club and the slam
Bid with Cora
was one down.
A better plan is to
South holds 5-22-B
increase the probability of
taking an extra heart trick.
After winning the dia•1032
mond ace and playing only
111 AK 5 4 2
the ace of trumps. declarer
•J 7
should lead a low heart and
4832
duck the trick completely
North South
East wins and returns a
1•
club, but the finesse is
refused, declarer going up
Every J-Boe is a hearty
with his ace.
.
double-decker, with two beef patties.
•
ANSWER:
Two
spades
One more trump is drawn
lettuce, melted cheese, and tasty sauce, all on a
Three card trump support and
and declarer's last heart is
6-9 points justify the single
sesame seed bun. And Jerry's famous Strawberry Pie is
led to dummy's ace and a
raise in the major suit
made with fresh strawberries, our secret-recipe glaze,
be heart is ruffed from
and real whipped cream topping. What a meal! Two
dummy. This establishes
Send bridge questions to The Ares
Jerry's Originals for a very special price.
dummy's two remaining
P 0 Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with self addremed, stamped envelope
hearts and dummy's spade
for reply
10 provides the entry to

J-Boy'Sandwich
n'Strawberry Pie
onLy

A 24 Now
Nightmare Of terror,

tote Show Fri. 8. Sat.
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only..

RARNED BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Houston /tamed of Frankfort are the
parents 'LIR baby boy, Andrew
Henry, weighing seven pounds
three ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on Tuesday, April
29 at 11:42 a.m. at the Kings
Hospital,
Daughters
Frankfort.
The mother is the former
Glenda Jones.
Grandparents are Mrs. H.
H. Harried of Frankfort and

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Jones,
South 16th Street, Murray.

Madrigal Singers Are
Featured For Sigmas

DEAR TAMMY: The article you enclosed is indeed
worth a rerun, and here it is:

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who keeps her late
husband's ashes in a fancy porcelain jar on the mantel in
her living room. Perhaps I should say that she claims they
are her late husband's ashes, because this lady has a rather
wild imagination
The jar containing the so-called "ashes" is not tightly
capped. In fact, my friend frequently shows it around; it
looks (and smells) exactly like cigarette ashes to me!
Do you think they could be her husband's rerhains?
A FRIEND

47-.600
"
4
14.

tende
Atnat Phillips Chemical plant
here, nearly 500 products are
manufactured A 12-member
panel tests propellents which
must be odor'free
"Only one in five people has
the ability to detect unacceptable product odor," Koch said

DEAR ABBY I am enclosing a column you ran eight
years ago when I was in high school. It helped me make a
decision about drugs I have never forgotten. I wasn't a drug
user, but some of my friends were into drugs and trying to
get me to join them.
Now that kids in their pre-teens are trying drugs, I hope
you will reprint it. You have been so good about rerunning
articles that have helped people, please don't let me down. If
it helps just one kid like it helped me, it will be worth it.
Thank you.
TAMMY IN LITTI.E ROCK

"King Heroin is my shepherd. I shall always want..."
These tragic words, part of a twisted rewording of
the beloved 23rd Psalm, were discovered recently in
Reidsville, N.C., in a closed car alongside a dead
heroin addict. She was 23 years old.
Her death was ruled a suicide. A hookup with the
car's exhaust had sent carbon monoxide fumes from a
running motor into the vehicle. Here's the complete
"psalm."
-King Heroin is my shepherd, I shall always want.
He maketh me to lie down in the gutters.
"He leadeth me beside the troubled waters. He
destroyeth my soul.
"He leadeth me in the paths of wickedness.
"Yea, I shall walk through the valley of poverty
and will fear no evil, for thou, Heroin, are with me.
"Thy Needle and Capsule comfort me. Thou
strippest the table of groceries in the presence of my
family. Thou robbest my head of reason.
"My cup of sorrow runneth over. Surely heroin
addiction shall stalk me all the days of my life and I
will dwell in the House of the Damned forever."
Also found in the car with the dead woman was the
written message:
"Jail didn't cure me. Nor did hospitalization help
me for long. The doctor told my family it would have
been better, and indeed kinder, if the person who got
me hooked on dope had taken a gun and blown my
brains out. And I wish to God he had. My God, how I
wish it."

PATIENT AT HOISPrrAL
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Richard Fiaher of Murray.
A Nose Is A Nose
PHILLIPS, Tex -"There'N
not a machine or computer made
that can detect odors better Man
the human nose," says Tom
Koch. quality conaol supenn-
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RECEIVES HONOR - Chris loftis, left, was presented the
1979-80 Girl of the Year Award of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at the recent banquet. Making
the presentation was Marsha Vernot, right, past Girl of
the Year. Ms. Loftis was presented several gifts, among
them a full-jeweled pin, a plaque, charm, and dinner for
two at Deanean's in Paducah. She earned this award by
being very active throughout the sorority year, serving as
vice president, membership chairman, on the social committee, and as co-editor of the chapter's newsletter, the
"Beta Data." She also represented Murray in the Miss Kentucky Beta Sigma Phi contest held at the state convention
last year in Owensboro.

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend A

Gospel Meeting
and
Homecoming Services
Coldwater
Church of Christ
01

rash them

May 23, 24, 25
with

John Hoover, Evongolist
Time: May 23, 24: 7:30 p.m.
May 25: Bible Study 10:00
A.M. Wor-ship 11:00
Singing 2:30
P.M. Worship 6:30
Blew en grimailtelleedief A.M. melees en Systewy. Attended Rymer/
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Schedule Of Community Events Listed

1
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Jones,
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ny Routen
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!Lynnville
Mason of

To Hear Dr. Vire Speak
The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Saturday, May 24, at 12
noon for a covered dish luncheon at the home of the
department chairman, Mrs
William S. Major.
Special guest speaker will
be Dr. Gordon Vire whose subject will be "New Trends In
Family Medicine," according
to Margaret Trevathan who
will introduce the speaker.
Dr Vire, a graduate of the
University of Kentucky
Medical School, Lexington,
had his residency at the
University of Mississippi. He
has been practicing in Murray
for the past two years.
Mrs. Doris Nance will be in-

stalled as chairman of the
Alpha Department for the
1980-81 club year.
2
-4
PATIENT AT BENTON
Micky Elkins of Hardin was
dismissed May 12 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Freda Davis of Hazel
has been dismissed frcm
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs. Ovid Burkeen of
Mono.

IemerJ

KA YFIEW•
PATIENT
Sandra B Murdock of
voile was danuased May 10
from the Cornmumty Hospital,
Mayfield

Tharadsy, blay U
American
Disabled
Veterans and Auxiliary are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Legion Hall

Thursday, May U
Frliky, May
National Association of
Support Group for Sudden
Death Syndrome will meet at Retired Federal Employees
NARFE. will meet at 9:30
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, 701 a.m. at the Woodmen of the
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ohve Street, Murray. Ida World Building.
Dismissed May 13 from the
Meeting of the Zeta Depart- Lyons, SIDS coordinator for
Community
Hospital, ment of the Murray
Wranglers Riding Club will
Woman's Kentucky, will be present and
Mayfield, was Pauline Harris
Club will not be held due to a film, "You Are Not Alone," not ride tonight due to the holiof Hardin Route 1.
day weekend
Murray High School gradua- will be shown.
tion.
BENTON PATIENT
All ladies Interested in bowlWranglers Riding Club is
Edward Crick of Kirksey
mg in a summer league are
Magazine Club is scheduled scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
was dismissed May 10 from
asked to meet at 10 a m at
to meet with Mrs John J
the Marshall County Hospital,
Livesay as hostess
Murray High School Com- Corvette Lanes.
Benton
mencement will be at 8 p.m. at
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Ty Holland Field, South
have activities from 10 a.m. to
Eighth and Poplar Streets.
2 p.m at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Rangers and Rangerettes
will have a picnic and wiener
Meals for the Nutrition Proroast at the Murray-Calloway gram for the Elderly will be
County Park from 6 to 8 p.m. served at 12 noon at the
Games and entertainment will Douglas Center.
be featured. This is for
Saturday, May /4
members only.
Alpha Department of MurSouthwest Calloway ParentTeacher Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the school. Officers
will be installed.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Brenda Jones at
6:30 p.m. A Chinese buffet will
be served.

0a4)-

BIG PACKS

EC)00

Gospel singing featuring
Ron and the Joyfulaires of
Dickson, Tenn., will be held at
7 p.m. at the First Assembly of
God,South 16th and Glendale.

Captain's
Value Pack

Friday, May 23
Club Membership Social
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

(serves4 or more)
You get 12pieces of fish,8hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw, and plenty of fries.

Thrift Pack
(serves3-4)
You get 8 pieces of fish,
8hush puppies, a pint of cole slaw,
and plenty of fries.

ZrI4z:

Causal.. D's

,slarZGLE,

save 81.00atCaptain D's on the
Value Pack or Thrift Pack.

Pack

Present avs coupon for SlOOot$ Caw..s VdIrse
TrIrrtt Pack
Offer good from May 23, 1980 thou May 26 1980

GIRL OF THE YEAR — Edna Vaughn has been selected as
the "Girl of the Year For 1980" by the Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. She was chosen because of her interest, efforts and accomplishments during the past year,
having served as recording secretary as well as
workingon various committees. She has been a member
of Beta Sigma Phi for the past eight years and has served
in many positions including president, corresponding
secretary and extension officer. Mrs. Vaughn and her
husband, Jack, have two children. Jamie and Scottie. She
is a secretary at Murray State University. Mr. and Mrs.
Vaughn were guests of the sorority at the Founders Day
banquet held April 26 at DeVanti's. Mrs. Vaughn was also
presented with a full jeweled pin.

Christian
Murray
Fellowship of Murray will present Alice Hopper, former
MSU voice student,in a recital
of contemporary religious
music in the sanctuary of
Memorial Baptist Church, 906
Main Street, Murray, at 7:30
pm.Marie Taylor, her former
piano teacher, will be her accompanist.
Transportation for shopping
for senior citizens will be held
and call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m, for afternoon shopping.

Sunday, May U
Second day of annual arts
and crafts show by the Village
Craftsmans' Guild will be
from 9 am.to dusk at the Kentucky Dam Village State
Park

OFF
On Selected Styles
Spring & Summer

ray Woman's Club will have a
covered dish luncheon at the
home of Mrs. William S. Major at 12 noon with Dr. Gordon
Vire as speaker.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall with C. P. Ashby as
caller.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.

Mislay, May U
Spring tour of homes will be
held frorn &to 6 p.m. in Lyon
County, sponsored by Eddyville Woman's Club. Ticket.
at $4 each may be picked up at
the Herald Ledger newspaper
office, New Eddyville, on the
day of the tour.

SHOES

Men-Women-Childrens

a:aditic)'s
Hush
PoPP.Y14

Village Craftsmans' Guild
will present its annual arts
and crafts show tom 9 a.m, to
dusk at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.

acus.
0300w,-3matte
r

.Spring Festival will be held
at Grand Rivers.
Past members of the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team will have an informal reunion with Coach
Larry England at the high
school cafeteria at. 7:30 p.m.
Former team members
coached by England from 1970
to 1980 are invited to attend

'Ian"

Shoe
Store

Court Square Murray

Open Fridays 'til 8:30 P.M.
WEST SIDE COURT SQUARE

Open Fridays 'til 8:30 P.M.
WEST SIDE COURT SQUARE

,
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Choose Any Shoe In Stock
Regularly 20.00 Values or more
and Save, Save, Save

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
CLIP THESE COUPONS AND SAVE

:ft:ffrift;ftt:ft:Ct:fftt:t:ft

LINGERIE
Super Summer Tops
BRIGHT & SASSY
Regular 12" to 1500

J,Ole
.4
6 zi o

This is our way of saying "Thank You" for your continuing support and inviting you to come in and share in some of these outstanding bargains.
)

1/3 OFF

NOW COO

Ih.

OFF

fitit:tft:t:t;t:ftrt;t1t:tXt:ftt;titn:V
sr;

FASHION
PANTS

02
_

Sensational selection of Junior
and Missy styles to choose from
Regular Values 15.00 to 26.00

Our Very Famous Name Daywear
Sleepwear Regularly 6" to 28"

NOW

ALL DRESSES
Choose Any Dress Regularly Price
at 20.00 & Up from our Entire
Stock of Fine Dresses

MONOGRAMMING
On any new purchase of regularli
priced merchandise, your choice
t
:
o
of monogram style and color.

;1111
rr %'Y

b.
;

NOW 50c ONLY

NOW 5°° OFF
tisk

TERRY SHORTS
& TOPS

Great Active Sportswear Cool 8,
Comfortable Terry
0 to 1500
Regularly 9'

NOW

40

00FF

Choose from the Entire Stock
Strows-Leathers-Fabrics-Macrames
Regular Values of 12" to 84"

UMBRELLAS ;A
...--..-:1
.....;::::
Several Colorful Styles of
Solids R. Prints. Self-Folding
Simplicity Regularly 8" to 10"

:•.Fi.
I..?
•
re.
v.)
....,-,...
,0.r.--...:
:......

....
„. .r.
NOW 200 OFF 0. . , .
...0...„-. ,. .
,. :- -,.
0.
,..
JEWELRY :.:0.
,,,5........:-,,„.,.
.,...„.
. . . .1

Choose from our entire selection
excluding the Monet collection.
Regular Values of 2" to 32°'

1/3 OFF r. .

MISTY
HARBOR
Now you can really save on your
New MISTY HARBOR Raincoat,
THE NAME IN RAINCOATS

ALL

NOW

exeNexcenexcono:4:4:4!::/

„2:•;V:"

rt.`

'11

.4,C.C.4 '. V.4.4.411
9 .111
.4V.i
re.'Ave.4:41

rs.p.
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LOUNGEWEAR
Choose from our Entire Stock of
fine Robes, Dusters, and CoverUps. Reg. 18.00 to 35.00

!ge.

..0
:
110;
..•
Ill.

20w OFF

rs.f4:•

ALL

25%OFF
CeiTel'ill'411414'.-1

SUNGLASSES
Choosts from a Dazzling selection
of Beautiful Fashion Sunglasses
Regular Values of 5.00 to 10.00

NOW 399ONLY
UNDERWIRE BRA
Warner's NOW FITTING Style
Sizes 32-C thru 44-DD Regular
12.5O& 13.50

5"&6"
Agncrouvecce:4:4:4:ecereZ:
Aro

AVAILABLE
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Rho Chapter Has
Special Meeting

Attend Kentucky Meet Of
Secretaries Association

is:\*

The BM annual meeting of
Use Kentucky Division, NaUonal Secretaries Aaaociation,
International, was held May
16, 17 and 11, at the Executive
Ina Rivennont, Owensboro,
with President Lois Knapp,
CPS, Louisville, presiding.
The theme was "A New
Decade, A New Dedication."
•
A seminar entitled,
"Management Update - 1910"
lies conducted by W. W.
James, Vice General Manager
- Resource Development, Big
Rivers Electric Company of
Henderson. James provided
those attending information
on methods and techniques on
'1 analyzing current environment and trends applicable to
their own organization.
Saturday's business session
included a welcome to
Owensboro from their Mayor,
the Honorable J. R. Miller.
Officers for 1900-61 serving
the Division are: President,
Imogene Graves, Bowling
Green; president-elect,
M. Holland,
Juanita
Frankfort; vice president,
Betty Lester, CPS, Paducah;
recording secretary, Julia
Glaysbrook, Madisonville;
corresponding secretary, Del
Profitt, Hopkinsville; and
treasurer, Pauline Martin,
Louisville.
Miss Doris Rowland, CPS,
the 1979 Murray Chapter
Secretary of the Year,
represented the local chapter
in the Division Secretary of
the Year event. She is
secretary to Bill Boyd, president of the Peoples Bank,

Murray, and the chapter's ing statuette recognising her
1977 Boss of the Year. Miss as a 1971 CPS recipient Miss
Rowland has served the local Rowland received the award
chapter as president during in Mum Dublin's absence.
Mrs. Nancy DeMars, CPS,
the past year.
She was honored at the SO- International President-Elect,
TV Luncheon which featured spoke on "'The Secretary of
Martha Layne Collins, Lt. the Eighties" at the Sunday
Governor of Kentucky, as the Business session. Mrs.
DeMars is employed as Corkey-note speaker.
Mrs. Anita Thomas, CPS, porate Secretary of Ringer
the 1979 Kentucky Diviiion Corporation, Minnesota.
Secretary of the Year, MurThe immediate past presiray, also addressed the dent of the Murray Chapter,
assembly with her remarks Mrs. /ilia Wilson, conducted
entitled, "NSA's Stepping the Sunday Memorial Service
in memory of members who
Stones to Success." Mr-9
Thomas assisted President had died during the past year.
Those in attendance from
Knapp in the presentation of
the 1900 Secretary of the Year Murray were: Miss Rowland,
recognition to Mrs. Linda Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Wilson,
Mrs. Betty Allbritten, Mrs.
Combs,CPS,Louisville.
Miss Rebecca Dublin, CPS, Patsy Dyer, Mrs. Jean Flemreceived the "Lamp of Learn- ing, and Mrs. Joyce Haley.

NEW OFFICERS - Installed as new officers of the Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
at the recent meeting were, left to right, front row, Betty Jackson, chaplain; Alberta
Korb, sergeant-at-arms; Doll Reddick, president Jo Lovett, corresponding secretary;
back row, Linda Feltner, treasurer Agnes McDaniel, vice president; Sue Chaney,
historian; Juana Dodson, recording secretary.

must be an education major
and have above• B average
for her two years in college to
receive the scholarship.
In July at the Southeast
Regional Conference in
Nashville, Tenn.,•check will
be presented to St. Jude's
Hospital in honor of Mildred
Wright of Jackson, Tenn., past
Grand-President of International Alpha Delta Kappa.
Betty Riley, altruistic chairman, received $25 from Rho
chapter as its part in this project.
Mrs. Kerlick, president, announced that there will be a
Western district meeting in
June with the exact time and
place to be announced later.
Agnes McDaniel and Alberta Korb reported on the state
meeting held in Frankfort.
Betty Riley, Rho chapter, was
?lected president-elect of Kentucky Alpha Delta Kappa.
Clinton Rowlett also attended
the state meeting.
Mrs. Kerlick installed the
new officers for the next two
years. They are Doll Reddick,
president; Agnes McDaniel,
vice president; Linda Feltner,
treasurer; Jo Lovett, corresponding secretary; Juana
Dodson, recording secretary;
Sue Chaney, historian; Alberta Korb, sergeant-at-arms;
and Betty Jackson,chaplain.

The Rho Chapter at Alpha
Delta Kapps met Saturday,
May 3, in the home of Agnes
McDaniel for a potluck luncheon.
Special guests at the luncheon were Betsy Clark,
Kingston, Tenn., daughter of
Betty Riley and Tammy
Feltner, daughter of Linda
Feltner. Twenty members
were present for the luncheon.
Hostesses were Agnes
McDaniel, Betty Jackson, Jo
Lovett, and Elizabeth
Douglas.
During the business
meeting, Tammy Feltner was
presented the annual Rho
chapter scholarship by Jo
Lovett, chairman of the
scholarship committee. One

1111 HOSPITAL NEWS

Easley, Rt. 7, Box 155,
5-17-80
Mayfield.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
John T. Stafford, Rt. 5, MurPainter, baby girl,
ray; Carl B. Ray, Fern Ter(Angela ), Rt. 2, Wingo.
race Lodge, Murray; Mrs.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janet S. Thurmond and Elsie M. Bizzell, Rt. 9, Box 70,
baby girl, 516 College Courts, Benton; Mrs. Louisa HornMurray; Kristopher M. Hicks, buckle, 300 Pine Street, MurRt. 3, Box 399-K, Murray; ray; Mrs. Flossie F. Oliver
Allen Kirk Warren, 317 North Rt. 1, Box 167, Gleason,Tenn.
Seventh Street, Murray;op Mrs. Eulala L. McCarty,
Thomas E. Tuck, Rt. 1, Mur- 1010 Doran Road Murray;
ray; Kenneth Lee Geurin, Rt. Mrs. Vera Mavis Hurt, Rt. 1,
5, Murray.
Kirksey; Elmo Tyler, 741
Mrs. Sarah E. Calhoon, Rt, Nash Drive, Murray; Guy A.
8, Box 516-X, Murray; Mrs. Price, Rt. 2, Box 138, Kirksey;
Kathy A. Cope and Todd B. Herbert P. Shepard, Fern TerCope, Rt. 3, Box 294, Benton; race Lodge, Murray.
Bobby C. Lax, 2220 Edinborough Street, Murray; Mrs.
Robbie Lowe, 714 Depot
Street, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ruby I. Nelson, Rt. 1,- Hanlin.
Mrs. Dorothy V. Scott, Rt. 1,
Pianos
Box 173, Murray; Mrs. Marand
tha Clapp, Box 154, Mayfield;
Wilbur Dyer, 715 Riley Court,
Organs
Murray; Mrs. Patricia Foley,
DEAR DR. LAMB - About
Rt. 4, Box 377-A, Benton; Carson Green, Southside Manor a year ago my gynecologist
a lump in my
discovered
Apt. IA, Murray; Luther T.
breast and sent me to a
surgeon. It was benign and
subsequently I've been told I
have fibrocystic disease. Since
5-18-80
then I've noticed a great
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
many lumps and I've been
Mauzy, baby boy, (Hollie), told that that's characteristic
SOB
Soa,sn 0 .sr
204 South Ninth Street, Mur- of the disease. Lately I've
heard a lot about coffee, colas
ray.
Wilson, baby boy, (Vinita ), and chocolate increasing
Box 346-A, Cuba Road, these cysts. My doctor said
the condition was related to
Mayfield.
hormones. But I do drink eight
Bailey, baby girl, (Jane), cups of coffee a day and I'm
Rt. 3, Box 99-N2, Murray.
32 years old and have been a
heavy coffee drinker for 14
DISMISSALS
Jean M. Wells, 312 Anderson years. What do you think?
DEAR READER - There
Avelnie, Mayfield; Jason M.
are many causes for lumps in
North
Cooper,
100
Ninth
the breast. There have been
1111111•110•11%1C
Meow hnoraglon
Street, Murray; Jeffrey D. some encouraging reports
6000
McKendree, Rt. 1, Benton; recently that complete
Mrs. Sheila K. Wright, Rt. 2, nation of caffeine as found in
large Selection
coffee, tea, colas and chocoClinton.
in a marked
Johnny F. Ahart, Rt, 1, Box late results
reduction of the lumps and in
183-A, Murray; Glen Dale some instances total disapr
fficsfi
i i
l
t
Sisson, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Jo pearance.
Ann Salentine, RI. 1, Almo;
Since you drink eight cu
James H. Hart, Rt. 8, Box of coffee a day I certainV
208 E. Main
1085, Murray; Elmer think it's worth a tria
Remember you have to elimiMurray, Ky.
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Hardin.
nate all of these items to eliminate all caffeine that you
might be consuming. That
includes chocolate in candy

PRESIDENT-ELECT - Betty Riley of Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa was elected as president-elect of the Kentucky ADK at the state meeting held April 25 and 26 at
Frankfort.

SCHOLARSHIP - Tammy Feltner, center, sophomore at
Murray State University, accepts the annual scholarship
given by the Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa from Jo
Lovett, right, chairman of the Scholarship Committee. On
the left is Linda Feltner, mother of the winner.
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Stride Rite*
Slip into some
sunshine.

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
represent breast cancer or Fact of Life. It's not specifically on breast cancer but will
not.
Breast cancer is still the give you general information
leading cause of cancer about cancer that I think
deaths in women. During 10 everyone should know. Other
years of the Vietnam war readers who want this issue
there were 37,000 American can send 75 cents with a long,
service men killed, but during stamped, self-addressed envethe same period of time there lope for it. Send your request
were 310,000 women in the to me, in care of this newspaUnited States who died from per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
cancer of the breast. That Station, New York, NY 10019.
Fibrocystic disease of the
makes you realize the enormibreast is not cancer but it certy of the problem.
tainly makes it more difficult
, In the rest of your letter
you mentioned a sensitive
spot. Any woman who has a
soreness of the skin or any
other disorder of her breast
that she doesn't understand
should seek medical attention
at once.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 14-8, Cancer: A
and baked items. Stick with it
for six months to a year and
see what happens It certainly
beats going in periodically to
have the suspicious lump
removed only to find out that
It was a cyst.
Women who have lumpy
breasts from fibrocystic disease should have more frequent examinations. Why?
Because it's more difficult to
detect when a new lump
develops and whether it might

for early detection of cancer,
and early detection is important in obtaining the best
opportunity for a cure.
Although opinions differ if
you have breast disease,
mammography is often a big
help to the physician in finding any new suspicious spots
or lumps. When the procedure
is used carefully in selected
cases, particularly in women
more likely to develop breast
cancer, it can improve a
woman's outlook.
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PICTURE YOURSELF IN THESE FASHION BARGAINS!

Senior Citizens
Special New England Tour
Scheduled For This Fall
ington, Vt., Lake Placid, N.
Y., Syracuse, N. Y , Niagara
Falls, Buffalo, N. Y., and Columbus,Ohio.

Cost of the tour of 11 days
will be $405, according to Mrs.
Blackwood. Persons may call
her at 753-2327 after 5 p.m. or
write to her at 203 South
Eighth Street, Murray.

Stride Rite* sandals come in the colors and
styles kids love, and the sizes and widths they
need And they're so light and comfortable,
wearing them is like slipping into some sunshine
And Stride Rite sandals are fitted by our professional shoe speaaksts, so you can be sure your
chi‘d's feet have the room they need for proper foot
development Come in today for the sandals you'll
love as much as your kids do-Stnde Rite

StrideRite°
Anything else is something less.

Places included in the tour
will be Cambridge, Ohio,
Allentown, Pa., Connecticut,
Warwick, Rhode Island,
Boston, Maas., Cambridge,
Mass., Portland, Maine, Burl-

SWIMSUITS
Sensational 1 and 2 pc swimsuits for sun & fun.
Reg. to 22"

T-TOPS & SHORTS

MIX & MATCH SEPARATES
'Pants •Tops *Skirts *Jackets
Famous name nationally advertised coordinates. Reg. to 24"

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Arthur Vinson of Mw
ray has beeri dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

For all your sportive summer activities
Reg. 9"

699

ROMPERS & SHORT SETS
Enjoy warm weather fun in comfort.
Reg. 15,9

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Peducah,
was Charles Tolley of Murray

FASHION JEANS
BIG
JOHN'S

L.

Gioadele & 1 ,I&54
7S191116

Central Center

have
Surely
compi

dred

Bus,

Central
Center

Of Interesi I()

The Pennyrile Tours with
Ruth Blackwood as tour
representative has planned a
special tour, New England in
the Fall,from Sept. 27 to Oct. 7
which will be available for
senior citizens.
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Try eliminating caffeine

11

Prewashed denim leans in straight
legs & modified flares.
Reg 19"
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For 1211 St. Four-Laning
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12th Street: Why
Was It Cancelled?
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That's vhat the headline said
on the ront page of this
newspaper on March Z3, 1978.
The headlne was with a report
on a pubic hearing on the project — hdd the night before —
at which ;tate highway officials
made ttut projection about the
vitally reeded project in Murray.
But,shce that time, the state
adminisration in Frankfort
has charged hands. That may
or may rot have anything to do
with tie revelation Monday
that tie project has been
cancelled.
Accordtg to DOT there are
nine "steps" in building a
highway.
This project — the fourlaning of L. S. 641 through Murray — war in the sixth stage of
developmeit, the final design
step. As a matter of fact, the
final des* plans had already
been giver to city officials.
Frankfcrt officials say the
expense bus far on the fourlaning )roject has been
"minimal" We just cannot buy
that. Years of planning by
engineer:, public hearings and
the apprsisal of the rights-ofway needed for the project
have alnady been completed.
Surely that was not accomplisled for just a few hundred dolars.

Add to this the work already
completed and planning underway by city of Murray utilities
and South Central Bell on moving telephone lines and planning for the relocation of power
lines, water lines and sewer
lines. (For example, over
$60,000 has already been paid to
the city for engineering services in conjunction with the
relocation of utilities.)
Minimal expenses? We think
not.
It appears to us that what we
call West Kentucky — the
Jackson Purchase — is again
getting the short end of the
Frankfort stick.
And we do not understand
why. It would be different if this
project were still in the
"proposal"stage, but it's not.
According to information we
have received, the four-laning
of 12th Street was ready for the
rights-of-way to be purchased,
the final step before the project
was advertised for bids.
We think the people of Murray and Calloway County
should demand an answer from
our elected officials in
Frankfort. It's going to be interesting to see which other
projects, of some 360 recently
considered by the state Department of Transportation, have
been cancelled. Even more interesting, we feel, will be the
location of those projects that
will be continued.

Business Mirror

Common Thread
Connects Fates
NEW YORK (AP) — A common
thread connects their fates — the
brotheis Hunt after their silver
speculation collapsed, Chrysler Corp.
after it misread the market, First
Pennsylvania bank after it
misinvested
In each instance public or private
resources were rushed to their aid
because, it was said, the collapse of any
could hurt many. They benefitted from
the size of their mistakes, and fears of
the impact.
To reward inefficiency or failure is
just one example of how the U.S.
economic system is changing in ways
that alarm some while earning the
praise of others. Some foresee in such
practices an erosion of the market
system; others say it is our humane du
ty to temper the system.
Whatever, the system is changing,
and here are a few, and only a few, of
the possible reasons why.
—The growing regulation of enterprise.
To do without regulation, say its supporters, is to return to longer hours,
lower wages, child labor, dangerous
work sites, pollution of air and water,
monopolies, and dozens more
undesirable practices.
Today, even the most conservative
business people support some degree of
regulation. Some, in fact, seek it. When
regulation helps a company retain
privileges, philosophical oppositior
often goes out the window.
A very large number of people,
however, fear regulation. The Center
for the study of American Business at
Washington University, St. Louis
wonders if regulatory growth hasn't
itself gotten out of control.
It states that the number of federal
regulatory agencies established
between 1970 and 1979, twenty-one, is
more than twice as many as in any
previous decade, including the New
Deal years of the 1930s.
Not only are the agencies proliferating, but so are budgets. During

Bible Thought
And thou Ma sou, bast sot bumbled
thine heart, though thou knowest all
this. — DaEel 5:21.
It Is not enough to know. There must
be a natural and corresponding
recognition followed by suitable action.
Knowledge that peens nothing to us if
as barren as a desert.

Funny World
A hardware store in Detroit: WE
HAVE EVERYTHING TO MAKE
YOUR LABOR DAY A REAL ONE.

(AVAILABLE

the 1970s they grew at an annual rate of
about $250 million in constant dollars
(more than a half-billion if inflation is
included). Fiscal 1981 spending is
budgeted at $6.9 billion, and could
amount to more.
While regulation protects, critics say
it also destroys. Until the Supreme
Court ruled otherwise, officers of the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration challenged the right of
private property owners to forbid inspection of their premises without a
search warrant.
—Economic incentives.
Business and labor disagree more
than they agree on incentives. Labor
claims incentives for big profits are too
readily available in the tax code.
Business insists investment is
discouraged by taxes.
But there is one aspect of the situation that touches almost everyone. Individual savings, which are needed to
support investments in private enterprises, are thwarted by inflation and to
some extent by taxes too.
Debt, however, is encouraged
because the borrower pays back in
cheaper dollars. In addition, while the
saver pays taxes on some of his savings, the borrower receives a tax
deduction on his borrowings.

Thoughts
In Season
By Kett Wolf
"It is only when we forget all our learning that we begin to know," Henry
David Thoreau wrote in 1859. Whoever
or whatever inspired Thoreau might
have also moved the American novelist
Flannery O'Connor to write, many
decades later:
total nonretentioa has kept my
educatioa from being a harden to
me.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Venture Forth Under Open Skies
And Listen To Nature's Teachings

I can no longer say I have never seen
a deer in the wild.
Until the other day, I had been in the
Land Between the Lakes many times,
but had never seen a deer in the bush.
I've been driven all over the Ballard
County Wildlife Preserve at Wickliffe
and emphatically promised that I
would be shown not one but scores, but
whenever I was there they mysteriously kept well out of sight.
Now, however, I've seen them - a doe
with two little ones at one point and
moments later a lone doe beside the
road. I must admit they looked much
like I had seen deer in the movies and
TV, but, at least, I've been in the Land
Between the Lakes and seen some deer.
Frankly, I enjoyed that three-hour
jaunt over between the lakes. Some
former neighbors in St. Louis were in
town for a few days, and we took them
on a little sightseeing trip over there.
I'm confident a lot of us little realize
what an interesting tourist attraction
the LBL offers. It's so close to us and
we, naturally,take it so for granted.
+++
We started at the big, new information center just off Highway 68. You can
see it from 68 but getting to it is another
matter. The arrow I first followed led
me to a maintenance office in a mobile
home before I made it to the center.
There a pretty and gracious lady informed us that the 1850 farm we had
primarily come to see and located south
on The Trace near the buffalo pens was
closed on Mondays and Tuesdays. It is
open five days a week, but closed on
those two days. All of which is pretty
much par for me ass tourist guide.
So, instead, we headed for the Empire Farm and the Environmental
Education Center some 10 minutes to
the north. It has been a long time since
I've been to the Empire Farm, but it
still humbles me to picture again the
simple life those ahead of us lived and
to see some of the primitive tools and
equipment with which they scratched a
living from the earth.
It was fun to push the old swinging
churn like the one I so fondly
remembered my aunt using on the
Christian County farm where I spent
my simmers as a boy. An old cream
separator, hand cranked and like the
one my uncle turned, was nearby.
Out in a shed among a collection of
rusty farm machinery was a cultivator
like the one upon which my uncle would
let me ride on his lap as it threw the
moist, dark brown dirt up against the
corn as the old mules, Bell and Della,
pulled it back and forth along the seemingly endless rows of corn, one row at a
time.
+++
There were some things of the future
too, on display - solar energy displays.
There were diagrams illustrating - how
houses could be heated by rays from the
sun, water boiled and even cookies
cooked.
A skillet of cookies were in an outside
solar oven about four feet square, but
the sun wasn't cooperating. On a bright
day, it gets about 3)0 degrees in there,
they said, and the cookies cook easily,
but the day we were there it was cloudy
and the sun generating only about 150
degrees, so the cookies were taking
their time about getting done and
brown.
There was a cut-away honey bee hive
which fascinated me, and I watched
through the gip as the bees came and
went along a she leading outside and
as they worked away among the comb.
Which one was the queen' Your guess
is as good as mine.
Saddles, hand tools, beautiful quilts,
spinning wheel, hand operated sheep
shears, beautiful quilts and even pig
and chicken embroyoe in alcohol are
displayed at the farm to hold your attention for hours if you'll let them.
know it's old stuff now and that the
farm has been there a long time, but it's
refreshing to visit
+++
At the Environmental Center, we met

"Barney," a barred owl which had been
hit and blinded by a car. He had been
cared for at Murray State after it was
hit and nursed it back to health except
for its eyes.
Barney was tied to a perch-near the
door and would sit quietly while you
stroked his back feathers, but he would
peck with his crooked beak at any
movement near his face.
Nearby are beautiful, mounted
specimens of the bald eagle ( holding a
fish in one claw), the golden eagle, red
tail hawk, great horned owl, screech
owl and the long-eared owl, but the fun
is taking the half-mile woodland walk
near the center. •
There are 13 "stations," or points of
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10 Years Ago
Elizabeth A. (Betsy) Riley, daughter
if Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Riley and
senior at Calloway County High School,
is among 119 seaters named as
Presidential Scholars by United States
President Nixon.
Pvt. James A. Thomas, son of Mr
and Mrs. Alfred Thomas, is now stationed at Fort Sill, Okla., after completing training at Fort Campbell.
Steve White, William Ray Futrell,
Robert Elkins, Stephen Tharpe, David
Hal Bracy, Thomas Sctu-oader, and
Richard Schroeder have been inducted
into the Army in the May draft call
from Calloway County, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
secretary of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Billy Joe Driver and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rudolph, both or.
May 19.
Installed as new officers of the
Business and Professional Women's
Club at the breakfast meeting held at
the Murray Woman's Club House were
Opal Roberts, Marjorie Hine, Edna
Milliken, Alberta Korb, LaVanch
Turner,and Reva Shelton,
Michael Earl Tabers was honored at
a party in celebration of his seventh birthday on May 19 by his mother, Mrs.
Earl Tabers.

20 Years Ago

interest to which they direct your attention, and I strongly recommend that
you stop and savor each one. It makes
the walk much more interesting.
There's a watering hole for the deer,
raccoons and other animals, a
cemetery for some of the first Chinese
laborers imported to the U.S. in the
mid-1800's to work in the old iron furnace near Hematite Lake not far away,
and a small meadow which is a favorite
spot for deer, raccoons, skunks and
other animals. We didn't see any,
though.
There's a huge black cherry tree by
the trail like those cut and used for fuel
for the iron furnace many years ago,
and the front steps of the Center Furnace Baptist Church, built in 1913.
Nearby is a big sugar maple tree pecked full of parallel holes by yellowbellied sapsuckers in search of the
sweet syrup inside, and a little further
on is a small, long-abandoned quarry
from which the iron workers scratched
limestone, an important ingredient in
the process, loaded it into oxen-drawn
wagons for the trip to the furnace.
You miss all this if you don't study the
"stations."
+++
As we were leaving, I thought my nodeer-sighted record was still intact, but
suddenly there they were - the doe and
the two fawns - crossing a service road
as we passed. Then moments later,
there was another, standing beside the
road as if waiting for us to pass so she
could cross.
It was a good afternoon, and I enjoyed it as much as our friends said
they did. We're lucky having all that
nature so close.
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George Ed Overbey, state representative, and Sen. Owen Billington, successfully sponsored a bill to effect a change in the
rating
of Murray from a fourth class to a third class city. Passage
of the
bill had the effect of changing the six-man council to a twelveman
council, in addition to causing the town to be divided into voting
wards, A and B. Voters would cast ballots for six in each
ward
with the highest six in each ward prevailing, however only six
were
up for election in this off-year general election. Successful
were,
Ward B: Ben Grogan and Guy E. Spann; Ward A: Matt
Sparkman, Carl Kingins, Joe Dick and Phillip Mitchell. The city
ballot
was labeled Independent, and included a voting place
for city marshal which was won by Novell McReynolds, and city
prosecuting
attorney, T. Wade Crawford. Subsequent voting for members
of
the common council and other officers has been by party
affiliation.
Elevation of Murray from fourth to third class city inflated egos
of a numerical hierarchy engaged in rating progress in terms
of
head count. The rating was effected by pulling hat, tricks of
the
political trade for a long Murray population count; exactly what
the
people wanted. Few were brave enough to question the wisdom of
hurrying up the growth concept and consequential civic financial
burden adjusting to a booming economy, but en masse relished
the
quick-fix by merchants, professional, banking, and
mushrooming
realty agencies, which were unable to pleasantly digest
companionable growth in trade unions, poverty pockets, high-rise
crime, higher
taxes, and shifting standards of traditional morality.
One of the first quickie orders of business for the
common
council was to increase property tax assessments from 75
cents per
$100 valuation to $1. The honey bee of the third class city
left its
first sting. Too, a single edition of the tri-weekly Murray
Democrat
recorded in side-by-side news articles, 5 Hurt in Head-On Crash,"
'4 Injured in Two-Car Collision," and "4 Hospitalized
at Hazel
Curve." These little problems were only bandaides for the new
hospital being accredited June 7, 1956, a nurse training program
in
cooperation with Murray State College, and circulating a questionnaire for the establishment of a nursing home. Also an
enterprising
independent survey to build a mausoleum at the City. Cemetery.
.In addition, the hospital was, the beneficiary of
$13,000 in private
gifts during the last year.

To Be Condiused

Lookinf Back

The Murray City Council moved to
correct the "rusty" water condition in
the city and also to plan for sewer expansion in the new area at its meeting
on May 30. Alfred Young is head of the
water and sewer committee.
Bernard Harvey, acimuustrator of
the Murray Hospital, presented a proposal to place a bond issue on the
November ballot to construct a new
hospital at the meeting of the Murray
City Council.
Hazel Woodmen of the World Camp
138 presented an emergency oxygen inhalant to the Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department at the camp meeting on
May 20.
The Rev. R. F. Buchanan is serving
as pastor of the Wayman Chapel AME
Church, Murray.
Mrs. Luther Dunn was the featured
speaker at the Mother-Daughter banquet held by the Young Women's Sunday School Class of the First Baptist
Church at the Triangle Inn. Mrs. E. C.
Jones is class teacher.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Suddenly Last Summer" starring
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Chit,
and Katherine Hepburn.

30 Years Aeo
Ed F. Settle, chairman it the
Calloway County March of Dimes
reported that a total of $2,993 was raised here during the recent fund drive. No
polio cases were reported here last
year, but some rases were brought here
for treatment, according to Dr. J. A.
Outland, county health doctor.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mattie
Cleaver and R. A.(Dick)Shell.
William Smith and Mary Ann Underwood, Murray High School seniors,
received service awards for
outstanding contributions to journalism
in their school by the University of Kentucky Department of Journalism. Mrs.
George Hart is journalism advisor at
Murray High School.
Norma Pickard will represent Murray State College in the Mountain
Laurel Festival at Pineville on May 25.
"The wind and rain has beat most of
the petals from the white peonies in the
yard of Mrs. T. 0. Turner at North
Fourth and Walnut Streets," from the
column, "Seen dr Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 22, the 143rd
day of 1980. There are 223 days left in
the year
Today's highlight in history:
On May 22, 1819, the first steamship
to cross the Atlantic — the USS Savannah — set out from Savannah, Ga., for
Liverpool, England.
On this date:
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron
Burr was put on trial for treason in
Richmond, Va. He was acquitted.
In 1868, the first train robbbery in the
United States WRS pulled off in
Seymour. Ind.
In 1939, Adolf Hitler and Benito
Mussolini signed a "Pact of Steel" —a
10-year political and military alliance
between Germany and Italy.
In 1945, the Truman Doctrine to contain Communism went into effect as
Congress appropriated $400 million for
aid to Greece and Turkey.
Ten years ago, Leonard Woodcock
was elected to succeed the late Walter
Reuther as president of the United Auto
Workers union.
Five years ago, the whiteruled
African country of Rhodesia was expelled from Olympic competition
because of its racial policies.
Last year, the Conservative Party,
led by Joe Clark, won a plurality in
Canada's parliamentary elections, ending Pierre Trudeau's 11 years as
prime minister.
Today's birthdays: actor Sir
Laurence Olivier is 73. New York
Yankees pitcher Tommy John in 37.
Thought for today: Don't take up so
man's time talking about the smartness
of your children. He wants to talk to you
about the smartness of hie children
Edgar Howe (1163-1937
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Council Defers Hospital Action

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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1 Rock
6 Accounts
check
11 Sowed
12 Stylish
14 Skin ailment
16 Habit
13 Want ad
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19 rungs
20 As written
Mus
81 Interjection
22 Meager
23 Bulk
24 Iterates
26 Asian country
27 European
country
28 Threshold
29 Play part
31 Thoroughfares
34 Rabbit
35 Wad plums
36 Preposition
37 Abstract
being
38 Breaks
39 Also
40 Latin conjunction
41 Brand
42 Yugosiav
leader
43 Moderate
45 Avoided
47 Curtain
48 Ranted

2 Tepee
3 Poem
4 Compass pi
5 Instruct
6 Conform
7 Goad
0 Scottish river
9Ekists
10 African Sy
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13 Leaven
16 Offspring PI
19 Frighten
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22 French river
23 Distance
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25 Equals
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If you are taking medicine,
the food you eat could make it
work faster or slower or even
prevent it from working at all.
In fact, certain combinations
of foods and drugs can produce results you didn't
bargain for. Consider these
examples:
— Washing down a pill with
a glass of milk can be a waste
of money if the pill is a
tetracycline an antibiotic I
capsule. The calcium in the
milk can impair your body's
ability to absorb the
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Food Can Alter Medicine
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Cub scouts and parents from Pack 76 at North Calloway Elementary recently made
an overnight trip to Brandon Springs in the Litt Scouts and parents were involved in
mans activities including hiking archery, and softball. Cubmaster is Dan Harrison and
co-( ubmaster is Rich Henley.
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SHOCK
SALE
MONRO-MATIC®
The best selling shock absorber In
the world. Bigger, tougher,
and more sophisticated
than those that came with
your car. Precisely valved and
calibrated for a smooth,
stable, comfortable ride
and better control.
Mfrs. Sug. List $19.95

1097
RADIAL-MATIC®
The best riding shock Monroe
makes. The first shock to combine
"When you're looking five proven ride-improvement
features instead of Just
for duality at a
one or two. So you get a
savings, you don't
need to look further comfortable ride and the
than your CAROUEST ultimate In ride control.
Auto Parts Store
And right now the big
Mfrs. Sug. List $29.95
savings are on
Nonrol
Monroe Shock
Warranty for
ItarNal-Matics• a
Absorbers Save
Monro-Magnum
Plenty with great
if, EGO days you
buys on Monroe
bent agree mat four
Monroe RacialShocks and save
Matt. or Magnum
yourself some piece
60. shock absorbers
gNe you Me best
of mind with a saferide you ever ran
handing vehicle'
monroew4t replace

95

MONROMAGNUM 60'

atiweryortherrere
Sibe-tliiie Indy SCO Vanner

CAROUEST
SUPPORTS

Economy priced
Monroe Grippers
also available

If you drive a pickup,van or 4x4,
you know that bigger Is better
Monro-Magnums are almost
twice as big as standard shocks
Bigger bore, bigger piston,
bigger oil capacity.

them with any
comparably priced
shocks at no

Mfrs. Sug. List $38.60

2395
SPECIAL LOW PRICES, PLUS INSTALLATION, AVAILABLE AT
PARTICIPATING CARCIURST SERVICE STATIONS AND
GARAGES. LOOK FOR ME CAROUIST/MONROE BANNER

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut Street
Murrgy 753-8311

We I,e.w whet yew woe when you •telling ports."
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tetracycline and you won't get
your money's worth from the
medicine.
— Taking as little as 4 teaspoons of mineral oil a day as a
laxative can hinder your
body's ability to use vitamin
D, vitamin K, and carotene, a
substance the body converts to
vitamin A.
— Combining alcohol with
antihistamines, tranquilizers
or antidepressants can cause
excessive drowsiness and
make it hazardous to drive a
car or operate machinery.
Eating salami and aged
cheese and drinking Chianti
wine can be dangerous if you
are taking a certain type of
medication for high blood
pressure or depression. A
substance in cheese and other
foods can react with the
medications ( MAO inhibitor
drugs) and cause a serious
rise in blood pressure.
It should be obvious that
taking medicine involves
more than just putting pills into your mouth. You may also
have to avoid certain foods or
time yourself to use the
'medicine before, during or
after meals. In many cases,
taking a drug correctly will
'make the difference between a
treatment that works and one
that doesn't.
Your doctor or pharmacist
is a good source of information
about the best way to take
medication and which foods
and beverages to avoid, if any.
It is important to tell the doctor about any unusual symptoms that follow eating particular foods, and to ask how
drugs might interact with
your favorite foods and
beverages.
Not all reactions between
foods and drugs cause problems. For example, eating
fatty foods before taking a certain drug for fungus infection
can increase its effectiveness.
However, it is more common for foods to interfere with
a drug's action. Because of
their acidity, citrus fruit
juices and soda pop can cause
some drugs to dissolve in the
stomach instead of the intestines where the medicine
would be absorbed into the
bloodstream faster. Excessive
amounts of natural licorice extract can counteract medication for high blood pressure,
and foods high in vitamin K
(liver and green leafy
vegetables) can work in direct
opposition to drugs prescribed
preventing blood clots.
People who are taking
medicines for long periods of
time should know that drugs
can sometimes interfere with
the way the body uses food.
For example, women who
take the pill" may develop a
deficiency of vitamin 86 and
folic acid because of the pill's
ability to deplete these
vitamins. Chronic use of
diuretics (or "water pills")
can cause serious potassium
losses. And non-prescription
drugs can also lead to nutritional problems. Antacids, for
instance can lead to a vitamin
D deficiency if used on a longterm basis.
The best precaution a consumer can take against
unwelcome food and drug interactions is to follow the advice of a doctor or pharmacist
and to heed the instructions
that come with medications.
KINGSTON, R I -"More
hart 9,000 people a year drown
in the U.S.
"Although intomcation and
inability to swim are factor's
contributing to these deaths, in
more than half of these drownings, the unrecognized killer is
'hypothermia,' caused by cold
water," says Neil W Ross,
specialist with the University of
Rhode Island marine service
Hypothermia is the lowenng
of the body's internal core
temperature to a pAint at which
the heart stops It can occur in
any water temperature below
that of body temperature
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the state has approved construction of about 3,000 nursing home beds that have not
yet been built.
The coordinating council's
plan development committee
recommended Monday that
the council impose not only a
nursing home bed moratorium
but a hospital bed moratorium
as well.
Stumbo told council
members the department has
not yet had time to study the
hospital bed situation.
Both proposals ran into a
snag when council members
questioned whether the council had authority to impose
moratoriums and whether the
panel was required to get
public comment on the matters.
After brief discussion, the
council voted to take the proposaLs to the state's regional
planning agencies: Health
Systems Agency-East, Health
Systems Agency-West and
CORVA, the agency serving
Northern Kentucky.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
Statewide Health Coordinating Council deferred
final action Monday concerning moratoriums on nursing
Flame bed and hospital bed
construction.

-

If you would like more inforabout taking medications, contact your nearest
Food and Drug Administration office at 297 Plus Park
Blvd., Nashville,TN 37217.
Mation

The council sent the proposals to the state's three
regional health planning agencies for public comment and
approval by the agencies.
Human
Resources
Secretary Grady Sturnbo asked for the nursing home
moratorium in a brief appearance before the council.
He said a one-year construction halt is needed for
two reasons: lack of money
and an existing surplus of approved beds.
Sturnbo said the state's
Medicaid program, which
spends 70 percent of its dollars
for nursing home care, is
headed for a 125-$30 million
deficit if costs aren't contained soon. A moratorium also is
needed, Stumbo said, because

Until the ciordinating council takes find action on the
proposals, Ue state Certificate of Ned and Licensure
Board may costinue to license
beds, a cosinei staff member
said after the meting.
In other action, the council
approved tie state's
preliminary stile health plan.
The document sts forth goals
for improving tpalth services
ranging from mintal health to
emergency medcal services.
The plan is a slip toward the
adoption of a find state health
plan. That task Ls one of the
major functions if the council,
which was estallished in October 1979 to canply with a
federal law. TN 31-member
panel also review all federally funded health projects.
Four of those pojects were
given the go-ahad Monday.
They are Department for
Human Resource programs
concerning
hjpertension
screening, diabete, emergency medical service and family planning.
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RADIO SHACK PRICE FRERE!
SINGLE ITEM PRICE HAS
INCREASED SINCE JULY I, 1979
promise
to hold the lin, against
We
Inflation with no price ircreases
through at least June 30. Slop now
and get the full benefit d low '79
prices in '80!
NOT ONE

adie Thaelt

Sensational

Sound
Feature-Loaded Stereo Receiver at 43% Off!
STA-100 by Realistic'

22-watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8 °lime
from 20-20,000 Hz,
with no more than
0.1% total harmonie
distortion

Save
920

is.
Hurry--enjoy superb sound at a big savings! Features lighted
FM signal strength meter, speaker selector switch and FM mute
for noise-free FM tuning. Fluid-feel flywheel-action tuning
control. Walnut vinyl veneer case.
31-2089

CUT
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Ohio

15927.5
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Save Even More on a
Complete Hi-Fi System!

Save 960"
Reg. Separate
Items 559.80

• Realistic STA-100 Stereo
Receiver
• Two MC-2001 Speaker Systems Each with an 8" Woofer,
21/2" Tweeter
• LAB-58 Record Changer
with Dust Cover and $19.95Value Magnetic Cartridge

11

"

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Al

Discover Headphone Stereo!
Nova-40 by Realistic

Save 12%

95

21

Fine features at an unexpected low price! The large drivers give
you bass down to 30 Hz and soaring 18.000 Hz highs. And you H
appreciate the cushioned earcups and padded adjustable
headband. 10 cord. 33-993

20' Headphone

Extension

Headphone Y-Adapter
ones

headphones
feet of cable to
Adds almost twenty
room 42-2442
the
in
anywhere
—listen

Doubles your lheadpistening

connect two
phone jack.

The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound"

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

9:30-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.

.........Closed
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Murray Rally Fizzles In
3-0 Season-Ending Loss
To Ohio Co. At Substate
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By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
OWENSBORO, Ky
Another comeback opportunity was dangling tauntingly in
front of the Murray baseball
team in its semifinal game
with Ohio County last night.
But, unlike previous games
when a mere awakening was
all the Tigers needed to make
up the deficits, the odds
caught up with them this time
as Ohio County moved into the
championship game with St.
Mary with a 3-0 win.
The explanation for the loss
could have been a simple one
— that Ohio County pitcher
Dale Westerfield was just too
baffling for the Murray hitters
to solve in time. But after the

F.E!
! HAS
1979
jamat
a sea
)now
w '79

Tigers had runners in scoring
position in the last two Innings
and came up empty, coaches,
fans and writers were shaking
their heads at what they had
witnessed.
It was not just that Murray
could not produce a solitary
hit with an RBI written all
over it; it also proved to be a
finish that, like the Preakness
last Saturday, may not satisfy
those who saw it for a long
time.
When Murray reached the
sixth inning, it had already
missed two early scoring opportunities.
In the first inning, there
were two runners on base with
one out and the bases were
loaded with two down. But two

groundouts erased that threat.
Then in the third, Bill Milton
beat out a sharp single to
shortstop. Given the go ahead
signal, Milton took off for second base as he has successfully done so many times
this year. But this time, Ohio
County catcher Tim House's
throw was right on the money
to nab Milton.
The consequences of losing
that baserunner were not
known until the next two hitters, Tony Herndon and Bruce
Taylor,singled.
Murray pitcher Kim Wilson,
who had five strikeouts, had
been moving along at his usual
clip, putting scattered Ohio
County on base hitters but
bearing down at the right time
to stymie any scoring oppor-

CUTTING DOWN A MURRAY SCORING THREAT, baserunner Bill Milton (15)is thrown
out on an attempted steal of second base in the third inning or the Tigers' 3-0 loss to
Ohio County in a semifinal game of the substate tournament.
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tunitiea, that is, until he met
that character named House
again.
In the Ohio County half of
the third inning just after Murray had missed its chance,
House delivered a two-out
home run over the leftcenterfield fence to give his
team a 2-0 lead and a definite
psychological lift.
Ohio County coach Bill
Leach said after the game that
House was the one hitter his
team had to count on to get
some runs in such a big game.
Leach came back in the fifth
inning with a sacrifice fly for
that extra run to make Murray's comeback effort even
more of an uphill struggle.
But in the sixth, after Taylor
had gotten under a pitch he
had appeared ready to send to
the outer reaches of the park
and after Wilson had grounded
to the pitcher,those rumblings
that had carried Murray in
comebacks of the last two
weeks began again.
First, Kevin Wright walked
on four straight pitches. Then
Mark Denham walked after
taking Westerfield to a full
count.
When Murray coach Cary
Miller brought pinch hitter Vic
Marshall, who had tied the
championship game of the
region with a two-run single,
to bat for David McMillen,
everybody assumed that
history would repeat itself.
And when Marshall did
make contact, there was an
expectant cheer followed suddenly by silence when the ball
fell into the right fielder's
glove.
But the seventh inning was
the one that had all the earmarks of fortune smiling
again on this improvising
team when the first three Murray batters reached base on
hits that did not get past the infielct
Scott Brooks reached when
his slow grounder squibbed
past Westerfield and was not
thrown to first base in time by
the second baseman. Then Eddie Requarth sent a tailormade double play to the shortstop which he booted only a
couple of steps away from second base.
Then
when
Milton's
grounder to the second
baseman took a curious hop
over his glove, a rally appeared to be almost a certainty with the heart of Murray's
lineup coming up.
But Ohio County's Chuck
Martin, who had relieved
Westerfield to pitch to Milton,
struck out Tony Herndon
quickly with fast balls. Then
Bruce Taylor came up for
what proved to be the controversial play of the game.
Taylor sent a high popup
that moved the second
baseman off the infield dirt
and onto the outfield grass
where he dropped the ball for
yet another error. With the
baserunners confused that the
infield fly rule had not been
signaled, Brooks still rounded
third and came home for what
looked like the Tigers' first
run.
But the second baseman had
fired a perfect throw to the
plate where Brooks was tagged for the second out. Meanwhile, Murray coaches Miller
and Scott Durham were contending that the infield fly
should have been called and
were also appealing the call at
home.
But neither attempt succeeded and Wilson just missed
beating out a grounder to second to end the game.
"It so happened we got in
the hole and could not get
out," Miller said. "We have
played much better than that.
We hit the ball fairly well.
"It was a judgment call," he
added about the play at home.
"Their kid( Westerfield) pitched a real fine game. He kept
us off balance for a while. But
we hit the ball right at them.
"It's always hard to lose.
We stayed right in there until
the end. We just got the pitch
(to House) up and the kid hit it
MM."

NOT IN TIME was the throw from right field to Murray
catcher Bruce Taylor as an Ohio County run scores on a

sacrifice fly by Tim House.
Staff Photos By David Hffibitts
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Major League Baseball Roundup
Cowens Slips Rangers A Knockout Punch With Three-Run Homer, His First As Angel, In 9-8 Win
by HERSCHEL NISSENBOai
AP Spode Writer
A stomach diaorder kept
California's Al Cowens from
sleeping all week, but he slipped the Texas Rangers a
knockout drop in the form of a
pinch three-run
homer
Wednesday night.
The towering blast off
Sparky Lyle was Cowens'first
homer in a California uniform
and capped a four-run seventh
inning that enabled the Angels
to defeat the Rangers 9-8, their
third consecutive triumph in
Arlington Stadium where they
won only once in each of the
last three years.
Two nights ago, Cowens was
In the hospital.
"I had stomach cramps 30
bad I couldn't sleep, so I went
to the hospital at 3 am.," he
said. "I had to get some shots
so I could sleep."

He most have taken a quick
medical lemon because his
three-run shot put the Rangers
to sleep.
If the balieball season ends
tonight — and the players are
scheduled to strike at midnight, for how king nobody
knows — the final American
League games will be meaningless. The New York
Yankees and Chicago White
Sox have "Insurmountable'
leads in their respective divisions.
The Yankees took a 14sgame lead over Toronto in the
AL East by defeating the
Detroit Tigers 9-5 in 11 innings
while the Blue Jays were
thrashed by the Boston Red
Sox 11-2. In the AL West, the
White Sox bowed to the Min
nesota Twins 3-2 but maintained their one-game advantage
over Kansas City when the

Oakland As shaded the
Royals 4-2 in 14 innings. The
White Sox are not scheduled
tonight.
Elsewhere, the Cleveland
Indians downed me Baltimore
Orioles 4_2 and the Seattle
Man ners edged
the
Milwaukee Brewers 6-5.
In beating Texas, the Angels
also got solo homers from (Airry Harlow and Dan Ford and a
two-run shot by Todd Cruz.
California's seventh-inning
rally erased a 7-5 Texas lead
and negated a homer by
Richie Ziak of the Rangers in
the bottom of the seventh,
Yankees 8,Tigers 5
Graig Nettles opened the
New York llth with a home
run and Ruppert Jones added
a two-out, three-run shot, both
off Aurelio Lopez, as the
Yankees unloaded five
homers and posted their first

triumph in di 04ga-toning
games. Nettles' blow snapped
a SS tie that existed since the
eighth, when Degreit's Steve
Kemp greeted New York
reliever Rudy May with a
first-pitch three-run homer.
Lou Piddle hit a threehomer and Eric Soderholrn
and Bobby Brown had solo
shots for the Yankees while
Duffy Dyer slammed a tworun homer for the Tigers.
Twirls 1, White Soil
John Castino banged out
four singles and Jose Morales
hit a solo home run to back the
seven-hit pitching of Geoff
Zahn and help Minnesota snap
Chicago's four-game winning
streak as well as Zahn's personal four-game losing skein.
Morales's second home run of
the season tied the score 1-1 in
the fourth inning and Roy
Smalley's grounder with run-

nets at second and third in the
ftfth put the Twine in front
'the decisive run came in the
sixth when Pete Mackanin
singled, went to third on a
single by Morales and scored
when Ron Jackson grounded
into a force play.
Red Sas 11, Blue Jays 2
Jim Dwyer and Tony Perez
each hit two home runs and
Jim Rice also homered while
Mike Torre: hurled seven inflings for his first victory of
the season. Perez hit a threerun homer in the first inning
and a solo shot in the ninth
while Dwyer hits solo homer
in the fifth and a three-run
blast in the ninth.
A's 4,Royals 2
Tony Armes drove in the
winning run with a single in
the 14th inning and Bob Lacey
pitched 52-3 innings of
scoreless relief as Oakland

soden Kansas city's four- The Indians scored twice in
game winning streak. Rickey the first inning aff Mike
Henderson drew a one-out Flanagan. Toby Harrah doublwalk off Dan Quisenberry In ed, stole third and came home
the 14th and stole second. on a wild pitch and Cliff
Quisen berry intentionally Johnson, who walked and took
walked Dwayne Murphy but second on the wild pitch,
Arias followed with a single scored on Charboneau's
and Wayne Gross' single pro- single. Cleveland added the
honed an insurance run.
decisive run in the fourth on
Indians 4, Orioles 2
singles by Ron Pruitt, Tom
Rookie Joe Charboneau Veryiçr and Miguel Dilorte.
drove in two runs with a C2iarb&iesqa homered with two
homer and single and Len out in the fifth. Ken
Barker picked up his fifth vic- Singleton's two-run homer in
tory by pitching 71-3 innings. the eighth spoiled Barker's

$2,000

The Philadelphia Phillies
and Cincinnati Reds played
their three-game series as if it
were coming at the end of the
season. With a players' strike
likely after tonight's games,
maybe it was.
The two teams combined for
40 runs and 67 hits in the
series, with the Phillies winning two of the games, including Wednesday night's
cliff-hanging 9-8 decision. The
matchup saw some aggressive
play usually only seen in the
playoffs or late in the season
when a pennant is on the line.
With the Reds leading 8-7 go
mg into the ninth, Phillies
third baseman Mike Schmidt
led off with a shot down the
third base line that took a hop
over Ray Knight — who had

two triples, a single and four
RBI in the losing cause — and
head into left field.
Schmidt decided to try for a
double and when left fielder
George Foster's throw came
to the inside of second base,
Schmidt slid around the lunging tag of second baseman
Junior Kennedy. He then
scored the tying run on' a
single by Greg Luzinksi, who
is on a hitting tear that shows
him with four homers and
even hits in his last nine ataats.
The Reds'8-7 lead going into
the ninth was built primarily
xi Knight's two triples and
four RBI.
In other National League
games, the Pittsburgh Pirates
took 4-3 and 3-2 victories over
the San Diego Padres, the
Montreal Expos edged the
Atlanta Braves 3-2, the New -

York Mets whipped the
Houston Astros 5-1, the Los
Angeles Dodgers stayed hot
with a 5-3 decision over the St.
Louis Cardinals and the San
Francisco Giants defeated the
Chicago Cube 4-1.
Pirates 4-3,Padres 3-2
Pittsburgh came from
behind to win both games of
the doubleheader. Mike
Easler's solo homer and a
trio% RBI single by Bill
Robinson won the opener in
the ninth inning and Tim
Fob's first homer and an RBI
groundout by Steve Nicosia
brought the defending World
Series champions back in the
second game. Fob's homer,
which tied the second game in
the seventh inning, was only
the 18th of his 11-year National
League career.
Expos 3, Braves 2
Rowland Office's out-out

double in the bottom of the
ninth inning scored Ron L.eFlore from second base to give
Montreal the victory. Atlanta
had tied the score in the top of
the inning on Joe Nolan's twoout, pinch-hit single that
temporarily denied Steve
Rogers his fourth victory i.eighth season.
Mete 5, Maros 1
Lee Mandli drove in twr
runs and Doug Flynn scoree
three times to support pitcher
Pete Falcone as New York
downed Houston. Falcone, 3-2,
allowed only four hits, including Enos Cabell's homer
that gave Houston its only run,
through eight innings before
being relieved by Neil Allen,
who picked up his seventh
save.

"I don't think at this point time records, 17 major tournaTom has what Nicklaus had," ment victories and career
said Simons before the first earnings of $3.5 million in 20
round today in the 8360,000 Me- professional years. The 30morial golf tournament. year-old Watson's totals are
"Jack is the greatest pressure three majors and 82 million in
his PGA tour decade.
player I've ever seen. And
he's the most composed
"It looks as if Jack's majors
player I ever saw.
record may never be broken.
"I like the guy who can gear As
great as Tom is, lie's not
himself up for a golf tournaeven close to Jack's majors,"
ment and win. That's what Simons
said.
Nicklaus did."
Simons,
the 1978 Memorial
Nicklaus, 40, owns two allchampion, offered some reasons why Nicklaus is mired in
the worst slump of his career
and Watson is off to his best
start ever.
Nicklaus has not won since
August 1978. Meanwhile, Watson has reeled off 12 victories
in that stretch.
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straight game and 10th in 11
decisions with a four-run
tighth inning highlighted by
Dusty Baker's three-run
homer. St. Louis starter Bob
Forsch held the Dodgers to
three singles and had a 3-1
lead through seven innings
before they struck back. Steve
Garvey preceded Baker's
homer with an RBI single.
Giants 4,Cubs 1
Vida Blue held Chicago to
four singles after the first inning and finished with a sixhitter to register his fourth
straight victory. The veteran
left-hander, who has allowed
just six earned runs in the four
triumphs, was helped by runscoring doubles in the fourth
inning by Terry Whitfield and
Milt May.
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"It's not the physical part,
It's the mental part that Jack
has let slide. But I don't have
any doubt he will win again. If
he had won at the Doral (second), it would have done a lot
for his psyche," Simons said.
The nine-year pro from
Pittsburgh is puzzled over
Watson's success, which includes five tour victories and
more than 9331,000 in earnings
this season.

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
-YOUR CHOICE!

By The Aasecisted Preto
BASKETBALL
NatilWal Beakethen Amecietlea
DENVER NUGGETS-Named Paula
Kwitny maisLant general manager
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS-Named
Paul Silas player-coach and zigned him
to a one-contract as•player and a pact
as coach.
WASHINGTON BULLETS-Signed
Wee Urreld, center, to a one-year contract
FOOTRALL
Natiemi Football Soigne
BUFFALO KILLS-Signed Mark
Bremmer,tight end, to•multi-year contract.
HOUSTON OILERS-Signed Ronnie
Coleman, mining beck, to a three-year
contract
Comedies FRAM League
TORONTO ARGONAUTS-Signed
Rick Kansan, defensive end, Bobby
Hosea, running beck, and Raymond
Barka,linebacker
SIOCKEY
Nollomi Seeks,league
HARTFORD WHALERS- Signed Jay
Pelledim, goalie Named Jacques Caron
assistant coach for Binghamton of the
American Hockey League
WASHINGTON CAPITALS.Named
are Mahoney an aseletarg coach. and
lapsed him to a too-yeer contract
COLLEGE
PENN STATE-Named Rea,
Portland Woman's hmkethall mach.
WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFER
ENCE-Named
Joseph
Roane;
caramisimer.
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At A Glance

KING'S DEN
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time with his family in Florida
and tending to his businesses.
He has played in just seven
tournaments this year,
finishing in the top 10 only
once.

"He hits a lot of poor shots,"
Simons said of Watson's
game."He's very inconsistent
at striking the ball. But he's
Simons said of Nicklaus:
very consistent around the
"He's pushing too hard. He's
greens. He's not disturbed by
to the point where he's playing
a poor shot. Nicklaus wasn't
poorly for him. He may doubt
either."
himself. That's not characteristic. Jack is as strong-willed
Simmons does not believe
as anyone.
Watson can ever catch
Nicklaus in the major cham"I think he needs more compionship race.
petition. There's no substitute
for competitive golf. You can
"Tom puts too muct
practice all you want at pressure on himself in the mahome,but you're not going to jors. That's been created by
accomplish anything."
Nicklaus. Major titles are the
Nicklaus made only 12 tour way golfers are going to be
appearances in 1979, spending judged," said Wake Forest
University graduate.

Residential
8c
Commercial

I

Wome

Dodgers 5, St. Louis 3
Los Angeles won its sixth

Simons Says Nicklaus Would
Beat Watson During His Prime
DUBLIN, Ohio — Golfer
Jirrit
' Simons says Jack
Nicklaus could beat Tom Watson most of the time if you
could match golfs two professional la era in their primes.
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Phillies Win 9-8 Cliffhanger Over Reds In 'Season-Ending'Series
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer

shutout bid.
Mariners I, Brewers I
Willie Mortal's two-run clouble, Bruce Bochte's two-run
homer and a solo shot by Bill
Stein highlighted a five-run
eighth inning rally against
Mike Caldwell that erased a 41 Milwaukee lead. The rally
offset a pair of homers by Milwaukee's Ben Ogilvie, who
also hit two on Tuesday night,
and a leadoff smash in the top
of the ninth by Gorman
Thomas. Ogilvie has 10 home i.
runs and leads the league.
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• Check charging and starting systems • Install new
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Tour invoice and 'Free Engine Analysis' certificate beck to the Goodyear Service Store that
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Cal an electronic check-up, and if any parte replacement or adjustment Is needled, and was part
of the original tune-up, Goodyear will fix it free
of charge. Up to three free analyses

Standard Ignition Subirect 64 for Electronic Ignition
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Baseball Negotiators Face Nearly Impossible Task

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — With a
strike deadline only hours
away, baseball negotiators
faced a nearly unpossibie task
today, meeting for one last
time in an effort to reach an
agreement on a new contract
that would prevent a play
stoppage

fin
, Brewers 5
urn's two-run doukichte's two-run
solo shot by Bill
hted a five-run
g rally against
U that erased a 4lead The rally
yf homers by Muin
who
n Tuesday night,
smash in the top
th by Gorman
ivie has 10 home
s the league.

00

I
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By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Another year, and Kathy
Switzer, the feminine Pied Piper of long-distance running,
has some 6,000 more disciples
following her footsteps over
teeming city streets and lone-

ly mountain trails.
"Just think," gushed the attractive pioneer woman marat oner. "In 1975, there were
237 women competing in races
from 3,000 meters to the
marathon.
"In 1978, this had grown to

2,002 and figures for 1979 were
more than 8,000. No telling
what the figure will be this
time next year.
"I think we are making our
point."
Switzer is the architect and
guiding force behind the Women's International Running
Circuit, which will hold its annual championship in London
Aug. 3.
She also is building a fire under the International olympic
Committee and the Los
Angeles Organizing Committee to include the marathon
and other distance events for
women in the 1964 Games.
"The longest women's race
in the Olympics is 1,500
meters," she said. "That is

Macy In Phoenix To
Maybe Ink Contract
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) —
Guard Kyle Macy of the University of Kentucky was in
Phoenix Wednesday, leading
to speculation that he would be
signed to a National Basketball Association contract today by the Phoenix Suns.
"All I can really say is that
we will make an announcement in the morning (today
Suns general manager Jerry
Colango said. The Suns will
hold an 11 a.m news conference.
Macy was picked under the
defunct junior-eligible rule,

y

which requires Phoenix to
sign its choice before the draft
on June 10 or return him to the
list of potential picks.
Last season, Macy led Kentucky in scoring with 15.4
points a game, and in assists
with 163. He started 35 games
and hit 91.2 percent from the
free-throw line.

111.0 agrelerneflE

But the twu sides se=
miles away fruit any settle'We did not make any progress," Miller reported. "We
have negotiated ha Ma awntia and produceiren
approaching
even with a strew dessibe.
That's the best shot for pro-

The addition could shake up
the Suns' backcourt. There
have been rumors for months
that two of the team's four
guards, Don Buse and Paul
Westphal, may be traded.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — "had to come"to the tryouts.
Four days of grueling tryouts
"This is a once in a lifetime
end tonight when 49 Olympic deal," he said. "It's a prestibasketball hopefuls stage gious thing to be on the Olymthree full-length, exhibition pic team. Besides, it's fun to
games in Memorial Coliseum be here with all these talented
at the University of Kentucky. players."
It will be the final session of
Aguirre feels he also has
talent scouting for Coach something to prove.
Dave Gavitt and his aides,
His selection as Player of
who will announce the 12-man
U.S. Olympic team in a Friday the Year was criticized by
some who felt the honor should
morning news conference.
Perhaps the best known have gone to All-American
player in camp is Mark guard Darrell Griffith, who
Aguirre, DePaul's 6-foot-7 led Louisville to the national
sophomore forward, who was championship.
named All-American and
Their arguments were fuelPlayer of the Year by The ed by DePaul's woeful
Associated Press.
performance in the NCAA
Despite the honors already West Regional. The Blue
received, Aguirre said he Devils were upset in their first
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Monday-Friday
MURRAY
TWO PIECES CHICKEN
POTATOES & GRAVY
ROLL

kitucky Fried

ACK

game by UCLA, a team they
had crushed in the regular
season.
"I don't think I'll ever get
over that loss," Aguirre said.
"That one's going to hurt a
long time, or at least until we
win one (national title).
"I honestly thought we had
the best shot of any team, but
now I realize you need a lot of
luck, too. I'm just hoping we
can make another run at it because I need that championship. I need it to be at peace
with myself."

chicken

OFFER GOOD LIM1TOO Time wait

PONTOON BOATS
New & Used
Several To Choose From

HOUSE BOATS
New & Used

CRUISERS
New & Used

Aguirre's mere presence
here is a surprise to many. It
was widely reported he would
turn professional at season's
end.
"It was a definite temptation," Aguirre said. "Every
once in a while I think about
all that money out there, but
never for long. I don't base my
whole life on being a pro
basketball player. I'm enjoying college right now and playing college ball. To-me, pre
ball is a job. I'm not ready for
that yet."

DECK CRAFT
Final Close-Out
Make Us An Offer
A neatbior of treale-las at
oast favorable priest

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
GRAYSON McCLURE
DON McCIAIRE
Toke 94 lost out of Murioy for 2 miles Turn resin on 280 F0110.182
for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery Take blacktop into Par10,ortio one
Sokos blacktop to your right

Phone 502-436-5483 or 502-753-4837

FREEFLAG
TEST DRIVE AN AMERICAN EAGLE
SPIRIT, CONCORD, JEEP VEHICLE OR
RENAULT LE CAR TAKE HOME A BIG
AMERICAN RAG.

TAKE US UP ON OUR SPEW
FREEDOM SALE BUYS.
We've got great buys throughout Inc American Motors tine Like
a MOO rebate on beautlfulty•ectuipped Jeep vehicles and Renault
Bieck Beauties And great prices on popular options when you
buy an Eagie. Concord or Spirit Check them out now
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,
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firm ( Avon ).
"That's been changed now
"Last year we had 282 wom- Women are finding that runen from 24 countries and all ning provides the outlet they
five continents in the International Marathon," she said.
Golf and tennis are ex-This year we will have at pensive, but a woman can take
least 40 countries. They're up running and build up her
even going to block eft the stamina block by block.
streets in downtown Landon."
"In ancient Greece, women
To Kathy, running — for competed along with the men
women particularly—is more Diana and others ran races,
than just an athletic endeavor checked spears and even
against a clock. It has wrestled with the men. Then
psychological, cultural and
Aristotle came along with the
emotional rewards.
theory that women were
"More and more women are passive in nature and had an
getting into business. It's been inherent weakness.
said they are not good
"We've been trying to tear
business people because they down Aristotle's damage for
haven't- developed the centuries and I think we are fistrategy and goal planning nally getting there. The world
one gets in sports competition. is now full of Diaries."

"It contained nothing sew Of
that we Wicket already tat
about," Grebey said. •
there was a serious omission
It didn't deal with compensa
Uon
Miller bristled at that ,le
serration
Miller said the players had
offered reduced demands hi
the areas of IllsrulDum
salaries, pension contributions and "split" contracts for
players who perform both in
the major and minor leagues
in a single season
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ridiculous.
That
is
discriminatory. Women may
not have the strength of men
but they have the endurance.
"The farther they run the
closer women get to the men
in competitive times. If they
ran 40 miles, for instance, instead of the marathon
distance of 26-plus, they would
be almost equal."
Switzer, who broke the allmale barrier in the Boston
Marathon in 1967, bubbles
with unrestrained enthusiasm
as she discusses the women's
distance running explosion
from her plush offices on the
31st floor of a Manhattan
skyscraper.
It's there that she conducts
her campaign for a cosmetics

grams. Now they propose
removing the deadline and
Mee work for an agreement.
They say if we reach one, it
would be retroactive. Well I
learned a long time ago that if
you're offered zero retoactively,it's still zero."
Ray Grebey, chief of the
management negotiating
team, dinnissed a player
association proposal made
Wednesday which Miller said
had "substantially revised
downward" a number of union
demands.

Four Days Of Grueling Tryouts
End Tonight For 49 Hopefuls

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111 iiiiiii 11111Iiii.
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Buy a C.J Renegade, Golden
Eagle, Golden Hawk or
Laredo, and get a WOO check
from Jeep Corporation Or
apply the $500 to your down
payment

SRO

isiurJEEP C11801101f

Buy •Cherokee *S" Chief,
Golden Eagle, Golden Hawk
or Laredo, and get a $930
check from Jeep Corporation
Or apply the $500 to your
down payment

iNg REMITJEEP ROMP

$50
0RENATEJEfilo MIGIJAIEER

S

Buy a Jeep Honcho, Sport
side, Golden Eagle of
Laredo, and get a $500 check
from Jeep Corporation Or
apply the MOO to your down
payment

Buy a Wagoneer Limited, and
Jeep Corporation witi send
you a check for $.00 Or
apply the 6500 to your down
payment

$500

maim -NEatULT
RACK SEAMY

Buy a Renault Black Beauty,
and American Motors will
send you a check tor $500
Or apply the $500 to your
down payment
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"A strike creates pressure,"
Miller said "Removing the
deadline
creates
no
pressure"
Miller said
player

representatives of all 36 maior
league teams had been sent
telegrams restating the will of
the union's executive board
which voted unanimously on
April 1 to strike unless a contract is negotiated by May 13.
-Games Thursday night will
be completed. The strike
begins May 23," Miller said.
"Nothing changes that except

Switzer Would Have More Followers In Another Year

y

00
00
00
00
00
00

the mediator said.
Marna Miner,emotive director of the voice, said there
would be no avoiding the deadline in his talks with manage-

Women's Running Has Already Grown In Leaps

,4
f

Moffett said no progress had
There was little hope that a
strike could be averted after been made at Thursday's sesanother round al fruitless sion when the players associtallu Wednesday.
ation presented a revised proposal to owner represen"Unless there is a complete tatives.
change of heart, we're headed
"Sitting at the end of the
pell mell for a strike," said table and hearing the two
federal mediator Kenneth sides, it sounded to me as if we
Moffett. "We're in deep trou- were a month away from a
ble."
deadline instead of 30 hours,"
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Aid Dept.

Sole Prices Good
Wide And Outside Of Sten
Sidewalk
Salo
Oirtsies 23rd 8.
24111 osdy.. Prices
good ea this solo
inside Wins 25th.

'

Vaseline
$300 Intensive Care

In Remembrance of that lovisd
one, Wreaths, Sprays, Crosses,
Baskets of Flowers, Etc. Nice
Saksction

0

No Nonense

Boy's

&

1

Knee

Socks

Hose

Any Size

' Reg. 2/1.49

0 2/$1 00$3/
1

ç

Pct2v

Choice Of Valour
Dress Socks Or
Tube Socks

High

Thread
,,,

5

g

__Clark _

SoGc
iriks

Baby Powdor 24 oz.
Baby Shampoo 16 oz.
Baby OR 16 oz.
Solo YAW Choice

Coats

%

&

Set of 4
No D-440

Ideal For Flower Pots
Waste Baskets
Goes With Any Decor

ing Dept,

Uncle J ff's
Ladies

A

88

DISCOUNT PRICES

504
1
$1 00,

Solarcaine

sm.

Lotion
Super Palm Fans
STOPS
SUNBURN
PAIN
•••••• •••

Ideal for Decorating
4-Foot Fan

•
•

$

6 or
Relieves Sunburn Pain

Mountain
Mist

a

$c88

Sca

Antifungol
soothing
cooling

10" Hanging
Basket
Assorted Colors
'
No. 1210

69'

Johnson
Shirts

Burlap type 3 tier letter
holders, embroidered edges,
3 designs, triple pocket,
decorative. Size 19" a 6".
$1 50

....IF''7!I't
lt.4frtta

2 Styles
S-N1-L-X1

$388

Sale Price

$2
49

Sale

Royal Tanning Blend Box.
Tan Ake 8 oz

35

Dresses

itr. •

Alladinware
Future
1001. Round
Basin
No. 2311
sm.$1 39

mom)
411

Set
Of
4

reiNias

99

Casuals, Work, Canvas
Boy's

$7.

..

1

r

,4

Pajamas

$9.

Twin Pock
Original-Rippled-Country Style

Men's

$ 10

94'

Prints or Solids
Reg 6.99
Sizes 8-16

,

Values
To $18 99

$ 49

Jog Shoes sttoo
.iy ...

Many Other Items Too Numerous To Mention!

Tussy Deodorant

Slacks & Jeans

Cream Jar 2 oz.
Stick 2- 1/8 oz.
Roll-On 21/4 Oz.

Boy's

$1 39

Wicker Paper
Mate Holders
100
Count

9-

Q
I

Values To

1

Men's-

Sale

$2501

Ladies Shoes

''''-') Smocks

.96
(

Place Mats

Wicker type Mace mats, natural
fine material.

sole

Largo Table

Houseshoes

,
f , 1t

Regular or Mm?

Pringles Potato
Chips

$10

Ladies

Reg. 6.99

No. 2210

,

Swimwear

White or Tan

Crest Toothpaste

Saie 7
84

$8-$9-$1
0

II;

Girls Sandals

_

Medaum or Soft

Juniors-

Every Pair In Our Store missys-

20 /0 Off

Girls-

,c,....

Levi's

6

P[,,te

v

f'N

r-

rnie;Paper Plates

Set of 4
No
674-411
Sale

It frtnr0
Lipton Tea

Instant 100% Tea
3 OZ Jar

Sal. 894

61,000

Large Selection

$2
.
Tops si so

5_13 1 21 , 2_4

Reed Tootiohnsh

$2
88

,..1..r.--..,:-.,

$2.19
$2.19
$2.69
$3.49
$2.69

Oark Tanning Oil 8 oz

Tank Tops

/

$1.79

Professional Tanning II .z.

Men's

Ladies Wear
-$4

Hawaiian Tropic
Sunscreen Gel 3 oz.

i4

$188

$288

All

50's
Contains No
Aspirin

Dark Tanning Lotion 8 oz.

Tank Tops

Sale Priced At Only

Zippers
Tapes &
Trims

—

Safe

Sale

-1

.
U

Tylenol
- Extra
Strength
Capsules

Letter
Holders

Beach
Towels

OP

Highly Protective Against
Sunburn, Moderate Or
Extra Protection
4 oz

--

Boy's

Pullover

Sundown
Sunscreen

-..--

$1 25
Reg l 99

Sale

Men's

Johnson

Size 11x14

Reg. 8.99

rves

2 7 oz

With Wood Frames,
decorative, colorful
assortment

Straw Hats

•

Desenex

Spray On Foot Powder

Polyester
Stuffing

Men's Western
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Tanning Blanket

$179
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By Nestea
Natural Lemon Flavor
26 oz
Makes 8 Quarts
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Just A Few Of The Brands Available!
Sizes:
Girls' 4-6X & 7-14 Slim & Regular, Boys' 4-7 & 8-14 Slim, Regular & Husky.
Students 25 to 30, Juniors 3 to 5. Missy 8 to 20. Men's 28 to 50
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Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
12

14 itit-eseet il"xl4" pedttaii

Volt

Minn Kota
35

Reg.
58.17

A,Trolling
Motor

MO OBLIOA TION
TO ISUYI
• Children or adults
posed individually or
in groups

• Choose your nine from
several poses

$
9
Styro-Lite Float
in 6

$7400
Sale
N

• Excellent quality and
color reproduction
• Portraits will be
delivered to our
store

Green
Rawhide
Ivory
Blue

••••••110

A FREE GIFT FROM OUR STORE
THANKING YOU FOR SHOPPING WITH US
May 30-31 and June 1
ri. & Sat. 12:00 Noon To 7:00 p.m. Daily Sun. 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

fishing Light

$4199
Little
Playmate 1111?
Coolers

Fold-A -Carrier
Collapsible

Water Jug

Folding Bass
Boat Seat

For Three Big Days At "Uncle Jeffs" In Murray

Tennis ,
Rackets"

Sale

thost Reg. $89.50

• Limit one free
portrait per family

All

With Spigot - 5 Gal.

$2997

387

Reg. $9.97

$697

$

Sale

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint,
automotive,

plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

)es

'4

Auto Car Ramps

Invos

50 Lbs.

1 99

$

sale$1999

49

Bark
Nuggets
$369

Lawn Lime

6500 Lb
Reg $24.99

las

Garden Scope

Deco

Sale

3 Cu. Ft.

III

11

Deluxe
Mail Box
Post

Triple Action
Vegetable Dust

Reg. $9.47

799

$287

$
Sale

Hudsonw
Duralite Sprayer

$2199

Quick Way
Latex
it
Outside
House Paint

`)*

$687.

4 lb.WI

Nu-Life
Fibred Asphalt Aluminized
Roof Coating
For Mobile Homes

$777
411,
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MAILABLE

For
Weeds Flowers le
Trees Shrubs
1 Gal.Capacity

Red
White
Green
Tough Kote

Barn Paint
$747
gal

gal
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Your Individual
Horoscope

.
.1101%T
Wacococil.
MI few.. The Roght To Loon almoorro**
WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

1407 W. Main•Phone 753-4682
Fraaces Drake
P-7

What kind of day will
tomorrow be/ To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1mA—
A
The day favors hard work.
'Though you may have some
doubts about your performance, dispel them. You'll
get positive feedback later.
TAURUS
Apr . 20 to May 201 1:S4AFIF/Take a chance. Express how
you really feel. A loved one
will surprise you. P.M. favors
doing something different.
GEMINI
Y
I May 21 to June 201 aajilit
You may be disappointed in
a loved one's response to the
good way you handled a task.
P.M. may bring sudden inspiration. Act on it.
CANCER
i June 21 to July 221
Don't rationalize. That
person really meant what was
said. Don't read between the
lines. This person's not a
game-player.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221
You could be foolish in a
romantic situation. Close
allies have helpful suggestions
about improving income. Be
receptive.
VIRGO
%
(-Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
It would be easy to run away
from responsibility now.
Don't. A change of scenery
though will give you fresh
perspectives.
LIBRA
11.jr1
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You're not in the mood to
face up to a problem. Escapist
tendencies are strong, but
good financial news improves
your spirits.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eV
Don't take one friend's
shortcomings too personally.
He or she is not trying to screw
you up. You're dealing with a
mixed-up person.
SAGITTARIUS
iNov. 22 to Dec. 21 t
Accent on ingenuity. A
career problem is not imp.ssible to solve. You just
need a different approach.
Try, try, again!
CAPRICORN
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
No things aren't what you
anticipated at all, but you still
will have a good time. New
friends may become part of
your life.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
We'd all like to be rich, but a
friend's proposition seems to
be based on wishful thinking.
However, a new career idea
has merit.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
A close ally wants straight
answers. Don't be evasive.
Cooperate and a wonderful
surprise is in store for you.
Face realities.

99c

GRAPE JELLY
,

W

32 01

"o
ft

talon or
F'en'I
"

FLOUR

(

•

t.E

111
FIRST RECIF
St award give
an outstandii
speech corn;
County High
team coach,

17 oi

15 07

51b.

99`

17 OZ

A113 With
$35.00 Order

Bonus Special Both With
525.00 Order

Choice Of 1 With
S12.50 Order

U•

17 oz

Joan of Ari

69'

20 oz

kro I Ic

Lysol Bathroom

Martha White Plain or Self-Risiny

Hyde Pork

,

,,
Gold Medal .4441cer
Plain or Self Rising

U. S. No. 1
Red or White

Grade A. Med.

EGGS

FLOUR

poTAT0E

Di 194

39Lin!I0

0

Limit 3 doz.

49

5 lb.

Lb.

With $12.50 Adoitional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco 11 Dairy Products

,

Emge Dry
Cured Smoked

PICNIC

KETCHUP

24 oz

STEAK SAUCE

10 oz.

S. Choice

Del Monte
15 or.

2/89'

Del Monte Cream Style

3/S1

lb

17 oz
Del Monte French Style

Bush Great Northern

' PEAS
39
4/1 SOAP

DOG FOOD

14oz

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST
MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

Hyde Park

...-"Al,01/11 • GII•v r • POLL

HAM

'i or whole lb

,

WIENERS

STEAK
Gal

I
99C

1 lb

99c

1 lb

27 Oz

$589
25 lb

•

HAM
HAM

$298

lb

lb

U S Grade A Chicken

BREASTS

lb

411 BACON

4 lb pkg. lb
:
3

lb

4

CI

$1 29

3-5 lb. pkg.
lb.

Buy 1
Hefty Freezer

BAGS

pts 40 ct

California Lg. Crisp

Lig 36 Size Florida

$298 CELERY
9 pcs

$359
lb

Eckrich All Meat

U. S. No, 1 White

POTATOES

$189
White Sweet

lb

$189 ONIONS

4

39'
& 49'
19'
59'
29'

ROg•

$4.51

Sib

b

Owens Best Barber ue

BEEF

`
55`C

GROUND
BEEF

$298
$219

lb

Owen's Famous Barbecue

$429
99`
89'

Economy

LETTUCE

lb

Owen's Best Whole BBQ

CHICKEN
CHICKEN
PORK
BOLOGNA
Jumbo
FRANKS

17 or.

EC1AL ASS
presented a si
dedication to
Team. The ass
Seven Seas.

PRODUCE

Owens Best Whole f rled

$19

Owen's Best Slab Sifted

MILK

5189

Owen's Best Boiled

U S Choice Rib Eye

go)

14 or

55
4/s1
99'

Owens Best Deli Baked
$1 59

gal

$1 1

qts 40 ct

DELI

Bryan Smokey Hollow Boneless

BOLOGNA
ice
S119 1-0hil
6STEAK

Hyde Pork
Homogentred

MILK

4/s1

5191

MILK

•

54 oz

11 or.

BEANS

FRYERS

Frisk es Beef Dinner

New Kenl Ration Tender Chunk

4 oz

Del Monte
Garden Green lima

Ak

49!

DOG FOOD
DOG FOOD

CRACKERS

69'

WAFERS

New Gain Complete

pt/dzn

1 lb. box

69'
69'
59'
39'

Sunshine
Peanut Butter

qts/dzn

JARS

Hyde Pork Lo-Cal
Green Top

7 oz

H

S249

CRACKERS..

't USDA
Whole

4/1°'
4/s1
59' BAGS
..z 69'
'219 DOG FOOD

Mason Canning

7 oz

Sunshine Krispy

69'

25o,

Friskies

Mason Canning

MILK

BALLS

S.

1.

31 or

Seven Seas Viva Bell Pepper

gal

tECSE
iE
Plan

501

Sunshine Hi-Ho

efty Freezer

PORK-N-BEANS
DRESSING.
JARS

XI

CHICKEN

5 oz

Showboat

Save More
On
Hyde Park

.

15 oz

Jergen's bath

15 or

rt4

$139

CORN
CHIPS

.11 Bush Blackeye

16 oz

Limit 5 Lb.

Planters

, SIRLOIN
STEAK
$ 89

Lb.

SPINACH
CORN
GREEN
BEANS
BEANS

9
1'

APPLESAUCE

FRESHMAN
the outstand
speech comp
County High!

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Musselmon s

Sliced Lb. 79'

ENRPCHED FLOUR

PY
Swanson Chunky

Del Monte

MILK

K(pitucky
Fried Cbicken.

11

24.-,

SWEET PEAS
KIDNEY BEANS

-

I,?

Libby, Whole Kernel or Cream St,

Green Giant

S1 49

Dole Crushed

lir
:V

59'

oz

Nesteo Instant

44 01

oz

•
;
--- ,•• •

89
DINNERS
51" CORN
3/1'1'9
39` CLEANER
3/51 00 WASHING DETER. 49., sl 69
Ocr. 51 29 ,
TRASH BAGS

MACKERAL

Heinz Tomato

. kei s Nate'i.-1 1

Hyde Pork

2 PCS CHICKEN

69'
99`

Heinz Tomato

)ev

MURRAY

Heinz 880

SAUCE
99' KETCHUP
GRAPE JELLY
143 KETCHUP
PEANUT BUTTER
S.119
PINEAPPLE
16 oz
DRESSING
49o, 29
WASHING DETER.

nP

Noisy On Beach
NEW YORK—Millions at
travelers have been on the site of
North Beach Atrport. hut probably don't know it The airport
known hy that name in 1939 is
better known today as LaGuar
die Airport

In &Sr 8 8
opus c-T Om.lbws

SAVE MORE WITH SUPER SAVER SPECIALS!!

afg

YOU BORN TODAY are
multi-talented but must find
the one thing in which you
wish to excel. Otherwise, you
could become a jack of all
trades, master of none. You
are inclined to experiment
before settling on a career.
Your inquisitive mind draws
you to writing, criticism and
reporting. You may have a
special talent for acting.
You're also practical and can
succeed in science, law,
engineering and brokerage.
You're a progressive thinker
whose originality will be the
cornerstone of your success.

Order Your Pit
Baked Hams 8,
BBQ Shoulders for
Memorial Day

These Special Prices Are Available Because Of Manufactures Decline In
Prices.

FOR FRIDAY, MAY 13, ISM

It Makes
Good Sense
To Shop
These
Bargains

Specials Good
5-22 thru
5-31

Calif. Lg 200liz.

$98
lb

LEMONS
4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

U

maim .jamusulmmunrip,ow U. 19ei
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Special Awards Presented At Speech Team Banquet

FIRST RECIPIENT — Marcia Cunningham received the first award given by the Calloway County Bar Association to
an outstanding junior team member who has excelled in
speech competition at the banquet held by the Calloway
County High School Speech Team. With Marcia is the
team coach, Larry England.

The Calloway County High
School State Champion Speech
Team held its annual end of
the year banquet on Tuesday,
May 20, at Seven Seas
Restaurant. The theme for the
banquet was "The Dynasty,"
originating from the Channel 6
news squad labeling the
Speech Team as a "dynasty."
Coach Larry England
presented awards to persons
who have shown extra service
and dedication to the team.
The first award was
presented to Dan and Hilda
Cunningham who have extended special help to the
team.
FRESHMAN AWARD — Lesa Hale, freshman, received
the outstanding freshman award who has achieved in
speech competition at the banquet held by the Calloway
County High School Speech Team.

The award was to Dale Finney, Speech Team President,
who went beyond the call of
duty to help the team.
Chris Taylor, a graduating
senior, was also recognized
for his outstanding performance in Speech and Debate.
Finney and Taylor were both
placed in the Speech Team
"Hall of Fame."
Several team members
"letter," which
received their,
is awarded to students who
have accumulated 150 points
through Tournament participation. Team members
receiving their "letter" were:
Kim Marrs, Trisha Clark,
Christi Hale, Sandy Jeffrey,
Phillip Orr, Jenise Boyd,
Keith Ford, Scott Coleman,
Marie Brantly, Terry
Bourland and Karen McKinney.

,e

L AWARD
Dan and Hilda Cunningham were
presented a special award for showing extra service and
dedication to the Calloway County High School Speech
Team. The award was presented at the banquet held at
Seven Seas.

Specials
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now only
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The
"outstanding
Freshman Award," an award
that is voted on by the team
members and recognizes an
outstanding person who has
achieved in Speech competition, went to Lesa Hale.
The award for the best team
member in "Interpretive
Events," was presented to a
person who has been
outstanding in these events
and is known statewide, Sandy
Jeffrey was the receipient of
this award.
The award for "Best in
Speaking Events", a very
pre_stiegous award given only
to an outstanding speaker,
went to Kim Weatherford. He
has achieved honors in speaking events statewide.
The "Most Outstanding
Team Member" award is
selected by the team. There
was a tie for this award this
year, but the coveted award
went to: Kim Weatherford and
Mike Jackson.
The officers of 1979-80
A new award presented this
year was the "Calloway County Bar Association Award."
The lawyers of Calloway
County decided to honor some
Outstanding Junior Team
member who has excelled in
Speech Competition. The first
recipient of this award was
Marcia Cunningham.
presented Larry England with
a special plaque of appreciation,and a short vacation to be
taken at a later date.
The banquet concluded with

the dedication of the State
Trophies to the "Total Team",
and Coach Larry England's
final words - "May the Dynasty go on forever."

1 TOP AWARD — Mike Jackson, left, and Kim Weatherford tied for the "Most Outstanding Team Member" award given by the Calloway County High School Speech
Team at the banquet held May 20. Weatherford also won the "Best in Speaking Events" award.

SPORTING GOODS
Prices Good
Friday, May 23
And Sat.
May 24

limited
Quanities
On Some
Items

Olympic Plaza

SIDEWALK
49—

Riddell
Youth

State Police Tell How To
Pull Over When Ticketed
FRANKFORT, Ky. — No
one enjoys getting ticketed for
speeding, although that
doesn't stop more than half of
the drivers in Kentucky from
exceeding the 55 mph speed
limit.
While getting pulled over by
a state police trooper may be
unpleasant, it can also be
dangerous.
Lt. Ernest Bivens, public affairs officer for the Kentucky
State Police, said improper
actions taken by drivers being
pulled over can endanger their
Lives and the lives of the
troopers.
"Sometimes the driver
overreacts to the flashing blue
lights," Bivens said. "Stopp-

Henderson Resident
Wants Court To Pay
For House Cleanup

39'
49'
29'
59'
29'

189'

RECEIVE LETTERS — Members of the Calloway County High School Speech Team
who received letters at the annual banquet were, from left'Karen McKinney, Marie
Brandy, Kim Marrs, Christi Hale, Scott Coleman, jenise Boyd Terry Bourland, Sandy
Jeffrey, Keith Ford, Trisha Clark, and Phillip Orr

HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) —
A resident of the Pleasant
View Subdivision says someone flooded his home with
raw sewage, and he wants someone to pay for the cleanup.
Mike Lynn, 28, presented
fiscal court a bill Monday
totaling 9826.17. He said that's
how much it cost him to bring
the home back to its original
state after it was deluged with
raw sewage Feb. 2.
The sewage came from a
broken sewer line under the
street in front of his home,
Lynn said.
He said he is not sure who is
responsible, but added, "This
came from the street, not my
property, so I shouldn't be
held responsible for these
bills."
The matter was tabled until
the next meeting June 2. But
Judge-Executive A. G. Pritchett told the court that he
believed the incident possibly
was partly the fault of the
county and partly the fault of
Art -Schmidt, the Pleasant
View developer.
Lynn indicated he did not
care who pays the bill, so long
as it is paid.

..•
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Mg suddenly or not getting
completely off the road can
turn a speeding ticket into a
traffic accident. This especially applies to interstate and
limited-access
highways
where traffic is heavy."
Bivens offered some advice
to motorists who find their
heavy feet have gotten them
into trouble with the law.
First, turn on the signal and
begin to slow down. As soon as
traffic permits, begin to pull
off the road.
Pull completely off the road
if possible and leave room for
the trooper to stand beside the
car. Pull over at the first safe
opportunity. Never stop on a
bridge or along side a guard
rail.
Remain calm and sit with
both hands on the steering
wheel. Sudden moves in the
car or reaching for something
on the floor or seat may make
the officer think you are
reaching for a weapon.
The trooper will ask to see
your driver's license and will
fill out the citation. He will explain the procedures for paying or contesting the ticket.
'The simplest procedure to
follow," Bivens added, "is to
drive the speed limit and
avoid the dangers that go with
speeding and the hassle of being ticketed.
"That seems to be too simple for most people to
understand," he said.

lir

Sportsman's

ell

Sun
Glasses

E

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -Frederick D. Banks of
Louisville has been named
director of the Kentucky Industries for the Blind.
Banks,55, has been emloyed
by General Electric in
Louisville since 1956 in production and supervisory positions.
Industries for the Blind is a
manufacturing and marketing
bureau in Louisville which
provides employment and
training for blind Kentucldans.

Special

$2
99
Reg. 9.99
Special

$4"
_ Poncho

Bell & Howell

Dodger
Shirts

Binoculars

8:40
Wide Angie
Reg 59 99

VINYL PONCHO
kghtweight
52 .80
heavy gauge vinyl heavy duty
sealed
Electronocolly
o.n poncho

Large

seams

snap

button

Special

closures

$300

roomy hood and handy corrsung
LOW

Banks Is Director
Of Blind Industries

Soccer
Shoes

99'
Zebco Reel

Wilson Top Notch
Basketball

U.S. NAVY/AIR FORCE PILOT

SURVIVAL KNIFE
WITH LEATHER SHEATH

Reg 1 6 Qq
Special

Zebco' 202
• Durable ABS covers
• Sprung-loaded drag
•E Wed with premium
Zebco monofilament

lirrht

Please

$800
limit

I Please

5- steel blade with sawteeth on back edge.
Sheath hes pocfcert:.v.mharrrenung stone.
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Drama Moves Outdoors In Summer In Kentucky
Drama takes to the outdoors information may be obtained
in the summer In Kentucky.
by writing Ross Arnold,
A veteran in outdoor drama
Wilderness Road Drama,CPO
'since 19591, Kentucky offers 2355, Berea, Ky. 40404, or by
theater buffs everything from
phoning 606 I 986-9331.
plays based on local history to
•"The Little Shepherd of
Shakespeare and Broadway.
Kingdom Come" is based on a
musicals.
novel by John Fox Jr. First
"The Stephen Foster Story" curtain will rise this season on
opens its 22nd season June 7 at June 26 at the Little Shepherd
J Dan Talbott Amphitheater Playhouse Amphitheater,
ui My Old Kentucky Home north of Whitesburg on
State Park, Bardstown. Writ- Highway Ky-15. "Little
ten by Pulitzer Prize-winning Shepherd" runs through Aug.
playwright Paul Green, the 30, on Thursdays, Fridays and
musical is performed within a Saturdays at 6:30 p.m. For
stone's throw of Federal Hill, ticket information, write Litwhich inspired the Foster tle Shepherd Arts and Crafts,
ballad -My Old Kentucky P.O. Box 7, Carcassone, Ky.
Home."
41006, or phone 6061 633-7962.
"Foster" runs through Aug.
"The Legend of Daniel
31 nightly at 8:30, except Mon- Boone," playing in Old Fort
days. Ticket information is ob- Harrod State Park AmLainable from "The Stephen phitheater In Harrodsburg,
Foster Story," P. O. Box D, combines legend with history
Bardstown, Ky, 40004, phone to paint a picture of the great
. )02 I 348-5971.
Kentucky frontiersman who,
The Civil War is the theme with other settlers, establishof "Wilderness Road," which ed Fort Harrod and
begins its season June 21 at In- Boonesborough. The play
dian Fort Theater in Berea. starts June 21 to run through
The play uses elements of Aug. 30, 8:30 nightly except
history to tell of the struggle of Sundays. Information about
a mountain community tickets may be obtained from
caught in the war. It plays "The Legend of Daniel
nightly at 8:30, except Sun- Boone," P.O. Box 365, Hardays, through Aug. 31. Ticket rodsburg, Ky. 40330, phone

All Ladies & Children's

Dresses

25%

Off
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One Group

Ladies Tops _S

°°

(0061734-3346.
Broadway musicals will be
performed at the Summer
Music Theatre in Jenny Wiley
Park,
Resort
State
Prestonsburg
The season
begins June 18 with "Jenny
Wiley!" Other productions
scheduled are "Li'l Abner,"
"Hello, Dolly" and "Fiddler
on the Roof." Curtain U4 for
all productions is 8:30. For
specific information, write
Jenny Wiley Summer Music
Theatre, P O. Box 22,
Prestonsburg, Ky. 41653, or
phone 606)8116-9274.

"California Suite" will open
the season at Pioneer
Playhouse, Danville, on June
it "Not Now, Darling" will
play June 30 through July 12.
The other productions will be
"Arsenic and Old Lace," July
14-U; "Fire on the Mountain,"
July 36-Aug. 9; "Wuthering
Heights," Aug u-n, and
"The Glass Menagerie," Aug.
25-30. The 130-seat playhouse
offers dinner at 7:30 with curtain time at 8:30, nightly except Sundays. For ticket information, write Pioneer
Playhouse, Danville, Ky.

Chopper Begins Trip
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — A
Chinook-47 helicopter, carrying 32 sets of obsolete
chemical weapons, has begun
the first leg of trip to the
Rocky Mountain Arsenal in
Colorado, where the chemical
kits will be incinerated.
Thirty-one of the sets came
from the Blue Grass Army Depot near Richmond, Ky., and
the other came from Anniston,
Ala. The helicopter lifted off
Wednesday with its load.
Another helicopter carrying
16 armed troopers from the
101st Airborne Division served
as escort during the flight
which started an hour later
than planned because of early
morning fog.
The shipment had been
scheduled to leave Wednesday
but was delayed until arrival
of the chemicals from
Alabama.
The shipment, carried in
bolted steel cylinders, was
flown to Fort Knox where it
was scheduled to be included
with other weapon sets coming from the Crane, Ind., Army Ammunition Center, plus
some from Letter Kenny,Pa.
Lt. Col. Bill Holt, Army
spokesman, said the entire
shipment would be moved
from Fort Knox by C-130

BUYING
GOLD AND
SILVER
SCRAP OR COIN

40422, or phone ) ON)316-2747.
Louisville's Shakespeare in
Central Park is doing
"Macbeth," "The Merry
Wives of Windsor" and "The
Winter's Tale," each ins twoweek run. The plays are staged in Central Park, and no admission is charged. This summer's season starts July 9 and
runs for six weeks with performances Wednesday through
Saturday nights. Curtain time
15 1:46,
Drama on the Lake will be
presented at the Twin Knobs
Recreation Area on Cave Run
Lake (Rowan County) by
Morehead State University,
starting June 20. "Fiddler on

transport to the Rocky Mountain Arsenal.
Holt said the chemicals removed from the Blue Grass
Depot included mustard gas,
chloropicrin,
lewisite,
phosgene and cyanogen
chloride. He said no nerve gas
was involved in the transfer.

the Roof," "Fintan's Rainbow" and "Shenandoah" will
be played on a stage constructed on the beach, where
seating capacity is over 300.
Curtain is 8 p.m. nightly.
Reservations may be made by
contacting the MSU Theatre,
Morehead State University,
UPO 740, Morehead, KY.
40351, or by calling (606) 7832170.
A new outdoor entertainment, "Song of the
Cumberland Gap," opens its
first season July 1 at Laurel
Cove Amphitheater in Pine
Mountain State Resort Park,
Pineville. The new production
depicts the life of Daniel

Boone and the opening of the
West, through drama, song,
dancing and • multimedia
presentation. The production
will be presented nightly ex-

cept Sunaays, July 1-Sept S.
For Information, write "Sang
of the Cumberland Gap," P.
0. Box 934, Pineville, Ky.
40177,or phone(ON)337-3000.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The chemical kits were
manufactured from 1930 to
1970 for use in teaching Army
personnel how to protect
themselves in chemical
warefare combat.
Holt said the decision was
made to destroy the chemicals
in order to reduce costs involved in security and safety
procedures.

The Nunber To Call

N.4,4

753-6434

FORD'S
INCREDIBLE
OFFER!
The broadest car buyer
cash assistance program
In automotive history.

Money back
on every new
Ford car.

DESK LAI

$500

'Make Your Best Deal neon

MARKED 10KT, 14KT
18KT or 22KT
CLASS RINGS, CHAINS,
POCKET WATCHES. TIE
TACKS WRIST WATCHES.
BRACELETS, EARRINGS.
WEDDING BANDS.' CHARM BRACELETS, PINS

•
era

LTD CROWN VICTORIA

LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE

With automatic overdrive available

THUNDERBIRD TOWN LANDAU

Ford, the Wagonmaster

Also on Silver Anniversary Thunderbirds

$400

ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD COINS

SILVER
r
SILVER

BARS,
SILVER FLATVVARE
& SERVING PIECES.
INDIAN JEWELRY.
BRACELETS. CHAINS.
MEDALS. CHARMS. PINS.
OR ANYTHING MARKED
'STERLING", 925 or 999.
WAR NICKLES 1942, 43, 44, 45

ALL TIFLOWE
FRITZ!
1

LTD

LTD WAGON

Quiet, comfortable, contemporary.

Fun-size roominess and elegant comfort

$300
U.S.
SILVER
COINS

THUNDERBIRD
New Size Distinctively

BUYING 4
DIAMONDS
10 POINTS
& OVER

SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF
OONDITION, COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING "GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES DUE TO CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET PRICE.

All Merchandise Will Be Paid For
In Cash
Fri., Sat.,Sun. May 23-25 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
HOLIDAY INN Hwy.641 So. Murray, Ky.
502-753-5986

GRANADA
Classic styling

Thunderbird

$200

1964

Cel'e

WHAT'5
REASO

-

DIMES
TOP
QUARTERS
THRU
HALA ES THRU 1964 . DOLLAR
HALVES 65 THRU 69
PAID!
SILVER DOLLARS . .
US TRADE
ALSO BUYING CANADIAN DIMES,
DOLLARS
QUARTERS & HALVES THRU 1966
MANY OTHER FOREIGN COINS PURCHASED
( Buying
Silver Bars

NAPOLEON'
'TWO O'CL(
MORNIN6

Get A Check From Ford
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GOLD WHITE OR YELLOW ict:

Fluoresc.1 d.
ROI buns indl

Make your best
deal, then get a
check from Ford.

HI,

SwEETHEAF

„„,„

0 N\

FAIRMONT

MUSTANG

The right idea for today

America's most popular sports car

PINTO
Superb small car value.

•Same Dealers Centribirte Pert Of Rebate
At participating Ford Dealers only This limited time offer begins may 9, 1980, and covers all new Ford cars, including Fiesta
at 1100 back and dealer-owned demonstrators This offer is limited to up to 10 units per customer Receive a check directly
from Ford motor Company Or apply en equal amount to your down payment For best selection, buy now

Just when you need It most, '
get money back from Ford.

"See Your Local Ford Dealer"

Security Provided On Premise
ono

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

raa
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CoasttoCoast

TOTAL 114
11111t.
July 1-Sept. S.
in, write "Song
land Gap," P.
Pineville, Ky.
(80e)317-3100.

your Grad with Gifts from Coast to Coast
Friday
lAY

2888
Reg 34 95

Sale

SHARP POCKET
CALCULATOR

17P

Super slim digit pocket cal..
tailor with bevel crystal 4111•049
auto baby on lull 4 Ley teem
ors 99 es root Loather CAN
725-044115(2)

G.E. CLOCK RADIO
Wake to music Of alarm with

this G.E.
AM/FM clock radio. Digital
nms, 24-hour
wske-iip, slide rule dial, built-in
AFC on
FM. 203-3729(Z)

Semi Design

Portable
Radio

Sale

399
., ,

TIMEX ALARM CLOCK
Electric alarm clock with antique
Meta Moan 164-2352(Z)

41111•111111011111111

Jo.,

Slide rule tuning built on AFC
Telescopic
antenna
3"
speaker
AC;DC operation.
Uses 4 'C cell batteries 20711511Z1

1

Sale 21,97
BINOCULARS

binoculars Nature 7 to 10 power
*Ptica tor "meted neering 7 • 15 Cm
427-5200(E)

et6caap

re

788Rep 24c5

Sale

74

SSG 69 99

MIDLAND 12"
B & W TV

Sobs aim compact TV
*Ogles lees titan 144Ibe.
101 ems moving from
room to roan/ High int.
pace
plastic cafenet 21441414(Z)

168
!
Sale Sale7

12§8
DESK LAMP

9

Fluorescent desk lamp Min 15-M 14 tent daylight bulb included 260-0757(Z)

Central Shopping
Center
NAPOLEON TALKED ABOUT
'TWO O'CLOCK IN THE
MORNING COURAGE"

kVAILABLE

VISE GRIP SET

•S straight** visa
.1includes
grip and • 10 thin nowt
grip with Mr. cutter
310-2064a)

9-9 Mon.-Set.
1-6 Sondes

SCOTT FITZGERALD SAID,
"IN A REALCARK NIGHT OF
THE 50UL IT 15 ALWAYS
THREE CtLOCK IN THE MORNING"

40-Pc
efinv4 Wore.,

Wreach
Sr Socket Set
10-pc Thorsen Allied
socket set. Includes SAE
and metric sizes. /
1
4" and
3/8" drive, 8" rotchet, 3extension, nut driver, spar,
plug socket adapter aria
sockets. 726-1928.

BUT WHEN YOU HAVE TO
GET UP AT 5EVEN,AND VOU
STILL HAVEN'T WRITTEN
THE ENGLISH THEME
THAT'S DUE TODAY...

nza.*•"--:41,:

la
14."A

eixf
-py

WHAT'S THE
REASON FOR
ALL THESE
FLOWERS, AUNT
FRITZI?

(HOW ARE You
DOING WITH
YOUR PIET,
SARGET

THIS
SWEET
ODOR IS
MAKING
ME FEEL
SICK

NEVER ASK A MAN WI-10'6
EATING WATERCRESS SALAP
HOW 14E'6 POING ON 1-415 DIET

Barber Announces
Three Presidential
Scholar Students
FRANKFORT, Ky. - State
Superintendent of Pudic Instruction Raymond Barber
has announced three Kentucky students are among the
141 presidential scholars of
1900.
According to information
from the Commission on
Preadential Scholars, Kentucky recipients are Sam
Hirsch, Henry Clay High
School, Lexington; Joan L.
Cmarik,St. Mary High School,
Paducah; and Lisa A. PetrWi,
J. M. Atherton High School,
Loulle.
No monetary award is given
to the scholars who have been
invited to Washington, D.C.,
June 29-July 2 to receive
presidential
scholar
medallions.
The Commission on
Presidential Scholars, composed of private citizens appointed by the president,
selected one girl and one boy
from each state, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico.
Thirty-five additional students
were selected at large and two
students from families of US.
citizens living abroad were added to comprise the 141
scholars.
The commission selects
students who display special
accomplishments in the areas
of science, creative writing,
mathematics, and the visual
and performing arts. Candidates for this honor are initially identified through their
scores on nationally administered examinations,
such as the Scholastic
Achievement Test and the
American College Test.
Commission officials said
President Lyndon Johnson's
original purpose for the program was to recognize the
most precious resource of the
U.S. - the abilities of its young
people."

MSU Financial
Director Selected
To SASFAA Board
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State University, has
been selected by the Southern
Association to Student Financial Aid Administrators
(SASFAA) to be a member of
the instructional staff for a
Financial Aid Administrators'
Workshop at Rollins College in
Winter Park,Fla., June 8-13.
He will be one of six
teachers for the workshop,
which is part of the SASFAA's
emphasis on professional
development McDougal is the
only Kentuckian who will be
on the workshop instructional
staff.
Designed for student financial aid administrators of less
than two years' experience,
the workshop will consist of
concentrated instruction in all
aspects of student financial
aid. A second workshop is
planned by the SASFAA at
Transylvania University in
Lexington July 20-25.
The SASFAA is made up of
colleges and universities in
nine Southeastern states.
McDougal, who has headed
the student financial aid program at Murray State since
1986, served as president of
the Kentucky Association of
Student Financial Kid Administrators in 1176-79 and is
currently on its executive
board.
He served as a member of
the US. Office of Education
panel in 1977 which conducted
a review of institutional
federal aid requests.
McDougal earned the baccalaureate degree in businere
administration at Murray
State in 1965. He is currently
working toward the master's
degree in counseling.

Drawings By Leys
To Be Shown
At Eastern Illinois
Twenty drawings by Dale
Leys, assisted professor of
art at Murray State University, will make up a one-man
show at Eastern Illinois
University in Charleston, Ill.,
June 18-July it
The opening of the exhibition in the Paul Sargent
Gallery will be from noon to 2
pin. on Wednesday, June 18.
A faculty member at Murray State since 1477, Leys
earned the M.F.A. and M.A.
degrees at the University of
Wleocinain
-the B.F.A.
degree at the Cayton School of
Art and Design in Milwaukee.
His work has won awards in
several drawing competitions.

.EVEIN DO IS SE DRY
1.LW! Notice

2 Raw

11i011--

Raub
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3 HP $35.115.4.44..domm
5 HP $411.11.464.4a4.4..
/
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BUM
City of Murray, Kentucky
Owner
5th and Poplar Streets
Murray, Kentucky 421161
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction or
Water System Improvements, North Douglas Con,
mouty will be received by the City of Murray, Kentucky at the office of the City Clerk until 11 a.m
C.D.T. Thursday, June 5, 1900, and then at said office publicly opened and read aloud.
The program of work for which bids are to be submitted consists of the construction of approximately
3,500 linear feet of 6-inch PVC water main and
reconnection of existing customer services,
together with gate valves, hydrants, wet tap connections and all related work as shown on the drawings and set forth in the Specifications.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, consisting of
Advertisement for Bids, Information for Bidders,
BID, BID BOND, Agreement, GENERAL CONDITIONS, SUPPLEMENTAL GENERAL CONDITIONS, Payment Bond, Performance Bond,
NOTICE OF AWARD, NOTICE TO PROCEED,
CHANGE ORDER, DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND ADDENDA, may be examined at the
following locations:

Oyerbey Rood

bye ray
Cosh For
004.0- 1116, 148, 16a
Ise 221 SILVER COINS
1964
en d
Wore;
STIRLING

Vernoq's
Western Store
Pownhop
Ulyrnpic frio4.0
Os mop sibm• dohs. •444•1 41•••••.
11•••••)
yid 1••••...ism fir
••••••••• vbeala.10.600 plio•
'hI4•060 Mac U. 44. p• mi. is.

Err Washer is no longer with
Murray Supply Lawn and
Garden Center. he has opened
his own shop, open from 2 til 8
pm, Monday through Friday at
Lynn Grove Gym. Will do work
on chain saws, road tillers.
lawn mowers, and any small
gas engine.

Builders Exchange of Louisville
3595 Dutchman's Lane
Louisville, Kentucky 40205
F.W. Dodge Corporation
1133 West Mill Road
Suite 107
Evansville, Indiana 47710
Associated General Contractors
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers
801 Corporate Drive
Lexington,Kentucky 40503

DRIVEWAYS
WORE ROCKED
AND GRADED
Hauling kg lame Grovel
Dirt Sand ony kind white
rock
Bow kir= lick, Edmore
78345694
783-4162
73348711

F.W. Dodge Corporation
160 Moore Drive,Suite 203
Lexington, Kentucky 40502
G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers, Inc.
1725 Ashley Circle
Bowling Green,Kentucky 42101
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the office of G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers, Inc. located at 801 Corporate
Drive, Lexington, Kentucky 40503 upon payment of
$50.00 for each set.
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS promptly and in good condition, will
be refunded his payment, and any nonbidder upon
so returning the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS will be
refunded $25.00. Complete refunds will be made only to those bidders submitting bonafide proposals to
the Owner.
Bids shall be accompanied by a certified check or
bid bond in an amount equal to five percent(5%)of
the bid to insure the execution of the contract for
which the bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the check or bid bond will be returned to the
'bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall
refuse or neglect to enter into a contract with the City of Murray, Kentucky within ten (10) days after
the time he has been notified of the acceptance of
his bid, the said check or bid bond shall be forfeited
to the City of Murray, Kentucky as liquidated
damages for the failure so to do.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of 60
days after the closing time scheduled for the receipt
of bids.
The City of Murray, Kentucky reserves the right
to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids.
City of Murray,Kentucky
By Melvin B. Henley, Major

753-5696

We Boy
S.1-Trode
-Peers

Office of the City Clerk
City Hall
5th and Poplar Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071

•

Spnng cleaning spec*
off, limited time only. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 4362731.
Bible Facts. Free Store for the75' 600
n•
Far that extra special
picture that can only be
captured in heavy oils it
is:

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main St

753-8298

World Electrical
Designs
knredeces
Relieves long or short term
pain For information write
Ens 102 Murray, Kentucky
Money Bock Gucwontee

FOR SALE
135 rnrn, F2.8.
telephoto lens. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.

CUSTOM
CABINETS
Complete Bath
Kitchen

DELINQUENT TAXES
CffY OF
HAZEL,KENTUCKY
Tax liens have been filed with the Calloway County
Clerk's Office against the following named persona or
properties. Total amounts indicate penalties and costs
of publishing this notice.
NAME
1971 1177 1978 1979
Tot.
Bray,Fred Jr
30.80 25.60 30.50
89.90
Dobbins, Joe
5.10 7.00
15.10
Duncan,Chas. M
101.50 104.50
Guthrie, Herman
187.45
196.45
Hardin,James K.
11.60
14.80
Harding, John
25.00 42.90 45.00 112.90
Harding, Linda
72.00
75.00
Hargrove,Sandra
52.25 62.70
114.96
Holmes,Bobby
44.55 49.50 45.70 139.75
Holmes,Zack
9.70
12.70
8940 108.40 133.48 121.90 456.18
Hutson, Joe Max
Kendall, Katherine
(Pittman)
89.10 70.00 162.10
26.40 35.00
64.40
Knight, David E
Knight,Ed
207.31
204.31
Martin, W.G.
770 5.80
16.50
Mason, Wm.M.
7.80
4.80
McClure, Hoyt
22.40
25.40
Miller, Thelma
39.50
42.50
Miller, Thelma
168.60 171.60
20.30
Morris, Michael W.
17.30
47.50
Paschall, Fred Jr.
50.50
Paschall, Manuel
6.00
9.00
47.40 56.92 80.00 167.32
Pasdiall, Wesley
45.04
Pittman, John
42.00
Pittman, Katherine
8.80
11.80
133.65 107.70 121.55 129.30 416.20
Rogers, Jimmy
5.00
8.00
Reeves,Charles
16.30
19.30
Thompson.Billy
140.00 143.80
Wilkinson, Harold
110.00 113.00
Stalls,Terry
*Indicates $3.00 penalty and publishing charge
Wm.J. Pratt
Chairman of the Board

2. Notice
L.T. (Pete) Valentine ot
Purvey. TN will pick strowbernes Thursday 604 a quart If
you pick your own or 851 a
quart if we pock. Bring con
tamer Call 6424439

A-44-

1

10111E anisousi

t.-Notice
Office Spew For'
Rent. Cell 7537611 after 5:00

Re-Moclehng
Call collect for Free
Estimates
52739450.

ItADIROGIC
110001066I
Position
currently
available for staff
technologist_
Our
hospital is a 556-bed
full-service institution
providing a wide range
of modern rodiologic
technology
Salary
based upon experience
Excellent
benefit
program. Send resume
or contact Jane Fuqua
Personnel Director.
Jackson-Madison County General Hospital
Jockson, TN 38301
1901) 424-1(474

6. Help Wanted
Retired woman needed for
baby-sitting two well behaved
children Ages 7 and 9
References 759-4683

9. Situation Wanted
Anyone needing an expertenc
ed tobacco setter rider. see
Nina at the trailer on the cot
net of 641 and Torn Taylor
812111.
Esterior
painting, very
reasonable Call 753-9607
Will babysit in my home, afternoon shift. Experienced with
references 753-6268.
Will mow yards Call 753-5920
Will do housecleaning Call
492-8930 after 5 pin.

10. Bus.
Own your o!
w lisise liProm
rittn
one of the largest corporations
in America and envoy it's fantastic benefits the Shaklee
way For more information call
753-0541 Of 753-9486
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

10. Bus. Opportuniq

16. Home Furnishings 24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses_For Rent

41. Public Sale

Three bedroom house with Two family garage sale. 194
good well 345-2205
King Richard Drive Sherwood
Three bedroom 2 bath brick Forest. Saturday and Sunday 9home within walking distance 6 Stereo, furniture, baby
New 2 bedroom brick duplex of college campus All ap- items Rain or shine
with extra large closets No pliances Available June 1st Three party yard sale. Highway
641 Dexter, 8 AM until ? Fripets $250 Per month 753 Call collect (9011 754-5136
Three bedroom brick, near day and Saturday Childrens
0814
clothing,
infants
Nice furnished one bedroom University, available now No and
household
items
and
apartment Inquire 100 South pets $250 153-3942
37. Livestock-Supplies miscellaneous.
13th Street
Yard sale, Wednesday and
One bedroom furnished apart Quarter horse and all tack,
Thursday. May 21st and 22nd.
ment college boys preferred $600 753-6268
8-3 pm. Furniture, dishes.
Located 121 North next to 38. Pets-Supplies
stove, washing machine 1206
fairgrounds No pets Call 753.10 E Moan St
AKC registered Doberman pup- Melrose Drive.
1973 Allis Chalmbers 160 trac- Mobile home for sale, 3 3139
Agents Ronne Ross
Yard sale. Friday, 7 AM til
/
2 bath central One bedroom furnished with pies for sale Call 753-7476
tor. also 1966 F-600 truck Call bedrooms, 11
Dame Ross lames Ross
753-0419
air gas heat partially furnish- water furnished one or two Adorable 8 week old female Fox Meadows Trailer Court Al
382-2327
Clothes. small appliances, real
Farmers Our new John Deere ed 9112 storage building adults, $50 deposit, $80 per maltese puppy, AKC registered cheap
Call
Owner
will
753-1336
finance.
Low
days
down
or
759city
One
month.
mile
out
of
Service Department is now
1475 evenings
Yard sale 1115 Circarama
open John Deere parts and set• payment. Call 753-3455 after 5 limits. Phone 753-5405
Basic and Advanced dog obe- Drive, Saturday, 8-6 Coppervice now available six FULL pin
One bedroom. 5 miles north on dience classes
All breeds and tone Hotpoint refrigerator,
jays each week during planting 1973 12x60
Mobile home, cen- Highway 641. Stove, ages Professional instructor. $150, lawn mower and
and harvest seasons G &
refrigerator,
air-conditioned,
tral heat and air, two bedroom.
436-2858.
spreader, bicycle rack, bar
Farm Center, 3 miles south of
14. Want To Buy
one bath, washer and dryer, all and water included_ Newly
Doberman puppies, champion- bells, wine rack, pictures
2000 dark air cured tobacco Murray on U S 641, Phone kitchen appliances, carpeted. decorated 753-5410
macrame, clothes in very good
plants Call collect 527-1135, 759-4440.
underpinned with storm straps Small furnished apartment, ship sired, 10 males, 2 condition, articles from
Call 345-2013,
Benton, KY.
For sale John Deere model and anchors, can see in Fox married couple only, $85 per females
overseas,
Paradise Kennels.
Tractor with 3 point hitch, with 1250 plow, 5.:16 $1250 Call Meadows. corner lot. $5600. month. See at 407 South 8th
Yard sale. 2 family, Fox
753-3533
41.
753-8266.
Call
753-3535
Public
or
Sale
Street
or
without equipment.
Meadows Trailer Court E3, Fri3020 John Deere tractor and 1971 Park Avenue, 12x50, fur- Two bedroom
Reasonable. Call 753-7975
brand Five party yard sale, 408 South day and Saturday. Dishes,
equipment
Deere
nished.
John
45
474-2267
6th
or
Street.
Tuesday,
474-8852.
Wednesnew,
t
reno
clothes,
jewelry, lots of
Used freezer in good condition_
combine 1953 GMC truck with 28. Mob.
9400 after 7 day, Thursday, and Friday.
miscellaneous items.
Call 753-3976.
Horne Rents guyed
grain bed. All in extra good
pm
Five party carport sale, Satur- Yard sale, Friday and
Saturday.
Want to buy 16" bicycle. For condition. (502) 355-2377 12x70 furnished 3 bedroom, 2
day. May 24th, 8 AM trl dusk. Clothing, all sizes, fashion
bath, washer and dryer, central Two bedroom extra large apart- All kinds miscellaneous
sale Boys 12" bicycle. 753- after 5 pm.
items
ment, 2 blocks from University,
jeans, bedspreads, curtains.
heat and air. Call 753-4091.
1702. Call after 5 pm
1975 John Deere 140 lawn
deposit required. No pets. and baked goods. Rain or games, all
of
kinds
shine. White's Camper Sales. miscellaneous
Wanted to buy Burley tobacco tractor, 4' mower automatic Like new, 2 bedroom trailer, Phone 753-6202.
items. 1614
central air and heat. No pets.
East 94 Highway towards Ken Parklane.
plants. Will pay $10 per thou- transmission. 753-9240.
$50 deposit, $150 per month. Two bedroom apartment Em- Lake.
sand 436-2590
510 Massey combine with 14' Call 753-2377.
bassey Apartments. Call 753Yard sale, Thursday. Friday and
Five party carport sale, 401 Saturday, rain or shine.
Wanted Used swing set with grain header and floating cut
4331
417
Mobile home. 2 bedroom, airSouth 101h, Friday and Satur- South
slide Call 753-7984
ter bar Call 489-2425.
9th. Baby items,
Two bedroom apartment with 2 day, 8-5. Men, women, and
conditioned,
fully
furnished.
children's clothes, 20" boy's
15. Articles For Sale
One row tobacco setter, like
excellent location, shaded lot. bath, near University. Also 1 children's clothes, dishes.
bicycle, black and white 19"
bedroom apartment on 641
Treated landscaping hes, ap- new, $275. Call 753-9773.
Call 753-3455 after 5 pm.
North. reasonable price. Call Six family garage sale, Friday t.v., color t.v. needs repair,
proximately 3"x5"x8'. may be 20. Sports Equipment
and Saturday, Highway 783 $10, and many other items.
Two bedroom trailer for rent, 753-3949
stained or painted. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple One set of women's power built near Murray. No pets. Call 489- Two bedroom and one North,(Airport Road), watch for Yard sale: Friday and Saturday,
golf clubs and bag $45. 753- 2611
signs. Baby clothes, furniture, 8 to 4, North 7th
Street.
Street Exbedroom, both furnished.
2636
Three bedroom trailer, central Couples only. No pets. Water room size carpet, lamps, tended. Free t.v., tools, auto
Upright piano. $125. 10.000
curtains, kit- parts,
bedspreads
and
heat
and
Musical
22.
of
air.
Avon,
Couples or furnished. Call 753-1203.
lots
clothes of
BTU air-conditioner. 110 volt.
chen table and chairs clothes all sizes, magazines,
books and
Standard 8 mm movie camera, Grand pianos used, Baby Grand singles. No pets. $90 per mon- 33. Rooms for Rent
size 10-16.
th,
a
lot
references
more.
Call
required.
projector, and movie light, $75; 53", French Grand 56", conparty
Two
Friday
yard
sale.
4354526.
Rooms for rent, one block from
Cassitte 8 mm movie projector. cert 9 ft. Baldwin Grand. Prac43. Real Estate
tice pianos. Used Baldwin Trailer for rent, 12x60, furnish- University, boys or girls. Call 23rd, 9 to 5. on North 16th Ex$20 Call 753-1310.
tended, near North School. All Do you know why we say -Sell
753-1812
or 759-4909
organ.
Hammond
and
ed,
organ
near
Murray,
clean.
extra
16. Home Furnishings New Baldwin organs and No pets. Call 489-2118.
kinds of glass, ladies and mg a house is easy, keeping it
Sleeping room avialable. One
childrens clothes.
sold is tough?" More than 50%
Couch and chair, $25. end pianos. Lonardo Piano Combedroom,
entrance,
private
Three bedrooms. 11
/
2 baths, on
of all home sales have major
table, $10: Magnavox stereo. pany. Paris. TN, across from
utilities
per
$40
furnished.
Having
a
yard
sale? closing problems. 50%! That's
large private lot. Double car$80: solid maple bedroom Post Office
753-8097.
week.
Then
pickup your free
port, utility and storage rooms,
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
suite, $175. Call 753-2801.
yard sale signs from
New and used Baldwin piano garden spot. Call 753-7791 or 34. Houses For Rent
Realtors are trained to concenGood used stove, $75. Call 492- and organs. Lonardo Piano Co., 753-3190. References rethe Gallery of Homes trate on follow-through. No
Four
bedroom
house,
6
miles
8352 or 247-5582
office on Highway 641
across from the Post Office, quired. Available June 1st.
paperwork detail is too small,
east of Murray on Highway 280.
N. in The Village ShopHandmade, crocheted afghans Paris, TN.
no processing or financial pro29. Heating-Cooling
Call 753-6612 or 753-5200.
ping Center just
for sale. Will make to order, all 24. Miscellaneous
cedure too unimportant to
We buy and sell used air- Two bedroom house. Call 753across from the
sizes and colors. 753-0553.
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
For sale Over 50 years old. old conditioners and air com- 4331.
Boston Tea Party.
to make sure your sale closes
Jenny Linn baby bed and mat- Rudy's Restaurant sign Call pressors. Dill Electric. 753Three bedroom energy saving
JOHN SMM1 on time and you get all you extress, like new, $65. 753-6268. days 753-1632
9104 or 753-1551.
townhouse. Living room, kitpect. We call it "Seller's Peace
30. Business Rental
chen, dining, bath. Appliances
of Mind." We put it all in
writing in an agreement called
furnished. Heat pump. 7535791. between 9 and 4.30.
the Action Warranty. And then
Mini
son P
for the Merrey-Collowey County Swim.
we back it up with the most
Two bedroom unfurnished,
ing Pool may be purchased at the Sole Price now thru
important agreement of all: A
Warehouse
with stove and refrigerator,
handshake.. We mean what we
one 2
753-7411
$160 per month, Deposit reStorage Space
1_ AROUND THE CLOCK say. Call Century 21 Loretta
;wired. Call 753-3582
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
For Rent
SOWER WU. Couldn't you 30 Inch white Premier stove For sale 35-50 000 BTU gas
use more fresh green cash in 30 inch Whirlpool avocado wall furnace like new Phone
the hand' Cash for a car stove Both in excellent condi 753-8214 after 5 pm
books vacations or tuitions bon Call after 430.153-2124 For sale Solar heaters and
You can get it by working with
storage rods for any size area
us Call U3-6469 between 8 One used electric stove, 36 in- Call 759-1207 after 5 pm
AM and 10 AM only An equal ch $50 Call 153-0172 after 5
pm
10% off sale, This week only,
Opportunity employer
Three piece bedroom suite. Call 10% oft all purchases of plants
and supplies Herbs and sweet
12. Insurance
489-2185
potatoe plants not included
17. Vacuum China Good
selection of bedding and
SAVE WITH
vegetable
plants left The Pot
Electrolux authorized sales and
SAFICO INSURANCE
service Tony Montgomery 753- ting Shed Greenhouse, 4 miles
ROSS INSURANCE
South of Puryear on 641 South
6760
AGENCY
19. Farm Equipment 27. Mobile Home Sales

All electric efticiency apart
ment 21
/
2 blocks from Univers'
ty $120 per month $120
deposit Calf'753-9829

PRE-SEASON SALE

FAMILY PASSES- $60.00
SINGLE PASSES.$30.00

may be obtained at the Park Office, 10th
oyne Street, 7 53-764 O.

Stalls Wrought
Iron Shoppo
108 SO. 13th St.
Ph. 753-5425
Murray, Ky.
Posts, railings, lawn furniture, free
estimates - custom welding, lown mower
repair
/ Owner O.T. Stalls
11

753-47511
Business or office space
available for rent or lease.
Close to court square. Private
customer parking. Call 7534109.
One stall cleanup shop. Call
753-4389 or 753-5960.
Small commercial building and
one bedroom furnished apartment Call 753-2967 after 5
pm. "
1000 Square feet in Southside
Shopping Center Call 7536612 or 753-5200.

31. Want To Rent
Retired couple from ftetroit
wishes to rent a nice two
bedroom house in Of around a
5 mile radius of Murray Phone
753-5865 days or 753-5108
after 530 pm

32. Igits. For Rent
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 7534109.

Auction Sale
Saturday, May 244, 10:00 a.m.
rain or shine
at the late Waiter Mahundro home in
Puryear, Tn. Turn south on McDonald St.,
follow signs.
Will sell lots of antiques. Selling. 2 fancy coffee
tables. Duncan Phyfe 3 piece dining room suite, lamps, hand pointed pictures and frames oak dresser.
green glosses, cookwore. iron wore, Planters peanut
par. rocking chair. Sharpe fold away oak bed with
mirror straight choirs, 3 piece cherry bedroom
suite,
wordrobe. bedroom suite. trunks. 5 piece bedroom
suite floor lamp, baskets walnut grandfather clock,
montle clock, could be Gone With The Wind lamp,
turkey candy dish, set of glassware in the blue, cool
oil lamps, trunks, oak wig dresser and coot rock. Lots
of other antiques not to mention.
Household items: color tv, block ond white tv, living
room suite, frost-free refrigerator, 2 air condiditoners, desk, ontenno. bedroom suite. Sto-Rite
well puner'iots of hand and garden tools. Lunch on the
grounds Not responsible for accidents
Sole conducted by

Shoemaker Auction Service tertylhounaiiiir

119-11324

Tennessee License Numeer 1306

Duplex in Westwood subdivision, stove garbage disposal,
washer and dryer hookup Call
753-5400
Two bedroom
For rent
townhouse apartment, range
dishwasher
refrigerator,
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air
all carpet 753-7550
For rent 1 bedroom apartmen)
Call 153-9240
Furnished apartments, one D,
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms Zimmerman Apartments South 16th Street 753
6609

1

MR RENT

loce furnished apartments for 1, 2. 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege
Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p m. and on
Sundoy

I

411111Nrodis
FREE
1111 " 20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, offices, corteges, mobile home ad•ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CLOSED Me ill rPM TR WO 2 • 61

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 24th at 10:00 a.m. just out of city
limits if Paris, Ia. it the old Collicot and Neese Conan/them beading.
furniture. took boons. trailer, building materials.. electrKal wiring
point motorycles. electric motors. log chains sinks, hydroulk
pcks chain hoist. shovels. hoes, axes concrete blocks comeolonges, 5 HP air compressor gorden tillers Have cutting torches
with gauges welding supplies, old wash kettle been poto. gos floor
furnace gas spoce healers, glosses dishes cooking utensils NO
TELLING WHAT ELSE

William Allen, Owner

Shorty McBride, Auctioneer
Sole held rain or shine

WE CONTROL

TERMITES
Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Cosetrel-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites

You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
domoge next to fife._ Hove your home treated now!
75'3-3914,•Kelley's Termite Et Pest Control, 100 South
1 3th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years
experience
Home owned ond o cited.

110--w

OPPY 11 D
753-1222
ENERGY
EFFICIENT
Inspect
this
3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home with central gas
heat. Insulation at R19, total utility bills
average $70 month.
Sliding glass doors
open from family
room on South side into a patio Large eat-in
kitchen and attractive
decor
throughout.
Home located at 1709
Melrose. Immediate
possession at $57,900.
Phone 753-1222 for full
time real estate service.
PLEASING PRICE
4 bedroom house in
Hazel wilh garage that
can be used for cleanup shop. House has gas
heat, wall to wall
carpets, city water
and sewer. Recently
insulated and wired. A
good buy at $27,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222. We are
members of multiple
listing service.
How can you finance your
house in this crazy economy?
Everybody has an idea these
days on financing. But you
don't lust need ideas You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them. That's why Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors are trained to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance whether you are buying or selling. And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action Stop in at
1200 Sycamore or call Century
21 Loretta loin Realtors if153-1492. In a crazy economy
you need all the help you can
get

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

IS. Lo••••• •••I WO• bona, •••
moor b....,
"
6...

WIN MONO
ISKINISSIS
LASS AND IKRIATIONAL
POOPIRT/
Listings needed, Otto es
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Ewywhere Free Catoolug

Street Realty
As, Amor 4•114.
1911C•Idm••• Ild

753-0146

it

/Arne.
ie

Established business in good
location Limited low interest
financing available Consider
trade for real estate, farm land.
rental property etc Call 7534109.
You're moving to a new city
What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors here in
Murray?...Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
will promptly call you. They'll
take the time to find out the
kind of home you'll be looking
for They'll give you some ideas
about your new community.
And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
to look at upon your arrival
This service is part of the Century 21 VIP Referral Program.
It links together the more than
7,500 Century 21 offices
around the country. If you're
about to sell your house. call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. And then you're on
your way to the easiest move
you've ever made going and
coming. Call Loretta lobs
Realtors at 753-1492.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAKSTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
,With The Friendly Toucilr

NEW FOR
1980
Lovely 2 BR., 2 bath,
B.V. just completed in
quiet
subdivision,
North of Murray.
Beautifully decorated,
thick carpeting, luxury throughout, great
room with fireplace. 24
x 30 workshop with 220
wiring and fluorescent
lighting. Good garden.
In 50's.
PRIDE OF
OWNERSHIP
Is reflected in this
tastefully decorated 4
BR., 21
/
2 bath brick
home, featuring
fireplace
with
heatolator, wet bar,
compactor, plush
carpeting, sewinghobby room, double
car garage and
located on large lot.
Priced at $79,000.

U

43. Real Estate

Attractive nicely wooded five
acre mini farm only one mile
from lake Good building sites
plenty room for garden or out
door activities Reasonably
priced Can be purchased with
low down payment and balance
financed at only 9% interest
John C Neubauer. Real Estate
1111 Sycamore St, Murray,
753-0101 or 153-7531.

1
.....STENO MALTY, INC

PAGE 1

THE GENTLEMAN
FARMER
would fall in love with
this luxurious 3
bedroom home with all
the extras, including
den with fireplace, 21
/
2
baths, central gas
heat, attached 2-car
garage. Home is
situated atop a knoll
and is surrounded by
43 acres of rolling
pastureland. Located
only Smiles from Murray, this is one of the
finest properties of
this type we've seen.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime Real Estate Service.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 square feet insulated metal building
on 1-1
/
2 acres located
on busy highway 4
miles from Murray.
Priced below replacement cost - MO's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all
your real estate needs.

46. Hof

Portions & Thomsen
insurance IL

Extra nit
brick du
Priced in

Real Estate
Murray, Kentircky
153.4451

For sale
imately
with real
bath brick
attached
barn, hay
tool shed,
smoke ho
condition
road
neighborht
Grove Chu
make a r
home
I
Phone 753
For sale tv
brick from
bathrooms
heat, remo
wood floo
shaded bat
at $39.501
for appoint
House for
bedroom
freshly pan
side_ Well t
financing I
Call (901)
Fulton, afte

Real fine home near hospital
and downtown 3 or 4
bedrooms, formal dining room,
large den, modern kitchen,
central gas heat and central
electric air-conditioning. 2
fireplaces Newly decorated
and on large lot Call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7124.
NEAR WV LANE Here so nice
12 x 65 custom built
Schultz mobile home on
on
attractively
Iondscoped lot lust o short
distance from the lake. It
features central electric
heat and air on enclosed
polio ond all appliances.
Needs to be seen to be
appreciated.
Only
516 500.

JOHN SMM1

753-7411

For sale by
brick home
ed lots in
baths, attar
and greenl
heat and v
central air
garden. fr
child's log
Phone 753appointmen

AROUND THE CLOCK

U.Lots For Sale
Lots in Bagwell Manor,
reasonable. Call 753-4389 or
753-5960.
•
3.8 Wooded acres in Whiskey
Ridge, $4000.00. 753-0579.

46. Homes For Sale
By builder: New 4 bedroom,
21
/
2 bath house in Canterbury.
Call 753-3903 for further information.

NEW OF
Monday
Price et
HAMM

FOR SALE
Price reduced 10400.00 for quick sale' Now priced at S34,000.00! 35.77
Acre farm, well located on blacktop road, approximately 7 miles
East of 114w-ray near Highway SO.. well fenced..sowed to good
grasses...hit
h state of cultivation .small cattle barn. Jong road frontage on blacktop and gravel. .beautiful fish pond witch a fenced and
stocked with f . Areal bargain'
Have buyers wanting large farms I offer you 40 years experience
selling farms Please call me

Geed* L. Miller, Real Estate
And Appraisal Service
Pleeries 753-5064 or 753-3059

AUCTION
June 14th
7:00 P.m.
New Concord Auction Barn
Is having their first auction at the New Concord garage. This sale is for the public. We
are charging 15% if you sell and nothing if
you don't sell. Bring in your old and unwanted? Bring It in early for listing.
Bob Belson, Owner
436-5353
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer
753-9324

753-8080

BOYD-MAJOR

VACANT-READY
FOR YOU
Nice 3 BR. home with plenty of living
space, 2 bath, 1.11., family room,
dining room, recently redecorated and
carpeted throughout. A very good buy
at $29,900.

MOVING MUST SELL
Nicely decorated, well-cored for, up
to the minute, 3 Bdrm., 2 both brick
home in quiet, attroctive Camelot Sub.
Div. Central gas hetit, central oir, R30 factor insulation, Low county tax
rate, but only
mile to Murray.
MAKE OFFER!!

HOUSE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
Move in this brand new 3 BR., 2 bath
By, home, almost finished - many
quality features, central electric heat
pump, great room with fireplace, entry holl. 2 car goroge In lovely
Gatesboro Buy now and select your
colors. Only 553,500.00.

OWN YOUR
OWN OUSINESS
Commercial Property in a good
location (Sonic-Drive-In1 lots of equipment with building. Interested call
753-8080 for more information Will
consider lease

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
After Office Nears
753-4136 Warren Shropshire
753-9036 Reoben Moody
753-2387 Homer Miller
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46. Homes For Sale
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Extra nice new 2 bedroom
bock duplex in Northwood
Priced in 850's 753-0814
For sale by owner Approximately 7 acres of good land
with real nice 5 rooms and
bath brick house, electric heat,
attached garage Also has stock
barn hay barn, shedded crib.
tool shed, chicken house, and
smoke house, all in excellent
condition. Located on blacktop
road
in
real
good
neighborhood, near Hickory
Grove Church of Christ Would
make a real fine retirement
home. Priced reasonable.
Phone 753-3537.
For sale by owner. 2 bedroom
brick home near University 2
bathrooms, fireplace and wood
heat, remodeled kitchen, hardwood floors, deck and large
shaded backyard. Priced to sell
at $39.500. Phone 753-6618
for appointment.
House for sale or rent: 2
bedroom house in Tr -City.
freshly painted inside and outside. Well built. Possible owner
financing to qualified person.
Call (901) 479-1313. South
Fulton, after 6 pm.

46. Homes For Sale

48. Auto. Services

2 bedroom log home Located
in quiet neighborhood in Murray Priced to sell by owner
Phone 759-4885 weekdays
after 5 pm for appointment
Three bedroom brick home, 2
baths, large kitchen with builtins, family room with fireplace,
central heat and air, city
schools
$58.500
1719
Magnolia Drive 759-1508
Three bedroom brick for sale
Large den with fireplace, appliances, and garage 1711 College Farm Road Phone 7538406

53. Services Offered

5ervices Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

For all your plumbing in- Fence sales at Sears now Call Tractor work. bushhouing, licinsed Electrician and
For sale Set 15 inch Rally
stallations or repairs,, all work Sears 753-2310 for free plowing discing. blade work. stallation heating instailel
.fTJA770Aw
wheels for Chevrolet truck, set
73985
guaranteed
o experienced Call estimates for your needs
5
gardens Free estimates Call and repairs Call 753-7203
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck,
753-7400 or 753-2632
Wet basement' We
..
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
PAINTING
Will do plumbing, air condi- basements dry. wail,
ROOFING
ply one 10-15 IT all terrain
.
...rung
repairs
remodeling
and
ly guarenteed Call or write
and,
TIME
All typ•s, tree
tire, new. one 10-15 IT B.F
Spray brae &
Ad the home such as Morgan Construction C.
Goodrich all terrain tire, used,
Estimates. Cell 75915 Yrs. Expertro.,
pentry
painting,
roofing
Route 2 Box 409A, Rad,
ViEtRER
one B F Goodrich 700x15 L T.
4512 or 759-1159
RALPH WORIFN
concrete work Call 753- KY 42001 or call day or
new tires, one Goodyear h
nights All work guaran
2211 or 753 9600
434-?-353
1-442-7026
miler 700x15 L.T used tire
UNEMPLOYMENT!:
teed.
Will haul driveway white rock
vii
Phone 753-7393
Lawn and garden maintenance and Ag lime also have any type Will mow lawns and do yard
work in the Hazel area Cali
Guttering by Sears Sears con- tree removal general repairs,
Opel and Datsun parts and
tinous gutters installed per carpentry, truck hauling 25 of brown or white pea gravel 492-8285 after 6 pm
repairs. Opel GT engine. repair
Also do backhoe work Call
your specifications Call Sears years experience 489-2327
and save. Call 474-2325
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or Will do carpenter work in the
753-2310 for free estimates
Hazel. Murray area Porches,
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS 753-6763
decks painting, plumbing,
Herndon's Welding, Route 6 roofs sealed, and underpinnsnow tires with studs, mounted
47. Motorcycles
landscaping
Ire6
Will
do
rn •11111 I In...1 roue....
small masonary Jobs. general
Box 154. Murray, KY 753. ing Aluminum or
1975 Honda 400 Four. 9700 on wheels, Will fit Chevrolet
maintenance, lawn mowing home repairs Call 492-8285
53. ervices Offered 9507 24 hour service. Open Also patio awnings fiberglass
and car- hedge trimming Call 753- after 6 pm
miles excellent shape $675 Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet. 50. Used Trucks
Saturday and Sunday.
Size G 78x14. $90 Call 753- 1973
ports single or double Jack 0366
Call 4742261
Chevrolet pickup, 8 Bulldozing, backhoe work and
2796.
Will wash and wax and hand
- 111111/111 lllllIIIII/IIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
cylinder, straight shift Priced septic systems Call 437-4533 Insulation blown in by Sears, Glover. 753-1873 after 6 pm
or
354-8161
buff any and all cars trucks
after 8 pm
save on these high heating and Mitchell
to sell. Phone 753-5676 after 4
NYWYNDER
3 49. Used Cars
Blacktopping
GARDENS
I.
$25
For more information call
Call Bob's Home Improvement. cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- driveways and small lobs a
RACING
1973 Buick Century, 2-door, pm_
YARDS
753-2696
2310. for free estimates.
Home
repairs,
remodeling,
conspeciality,
also
patching and
S1000. Call 753-8056.
Motorcycle Sales ond
z. Fertlum
For sale: 1979 Jeep CJ-7, 2200 crete work. 753-4501
Will do interior or exterior painI do house painting, inside and seal coating 753-1537
Service. ATC Service
Gardens Worked
1969 Buick Skylark, 2-door miles. 753-9240.
ting Free estimates. Call 753Driveways
Ready
planting
and
for
parking
the son,
outside.
Call 753-8762.
areas
and Repairs.
Need work on your trees Toppgood condition Call 436-2289 1971 Ford van, sale price white rocked and
0567
day ,
Bush
g
Hogg
,
graded Free Ken's lawnmower and com- ing, pruning. shaping. comWELDON
after 6 pm.
BlaCieveodi
$350. Call 753-3642
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
AUICNINE SINOP
Will clean basements garages
plete removal and more Call
plete
service
auto
Overby
Doe Johnsen
1979 Corvette, 8,000 miles, 1967 Ford half ton pickup, 6 gravel, lime, one ton and up. Road. Shop
Perfurrnonce Modlf ii 'it
timely Geriene
attics Will haul a way anything
753-8696. home BOYERS TREE SERVICES for
753-5699
Clifford
loaded,
Garrison,
extra
753
753-5429.
1656
sharp.
36,000
607 S 4th Street
cylinder, pipe or ladder rack for
that can be put in pickup
professional tree care 753759-1221 Fast service'
753-8786
mile warranty. $10,200. 753- 8 foot Ford box. Durotherm
Rio
-Op m
emo eling? Tired of
truck 492-8285 after 6 pm. _
8536
antlissimmmememumium iiiiiii
K
&
K
Removal
Stump
Do
you
2529 after 6 pm.
central air-conditioner, 36,000
your present decor? Let
need stumps removed from
1972 Yamaha RD-250. helmet, 1974 Cutlass Supreme $1800. BTU. Call 753-3674.
us reframe and rematte
COURTNEY SMALL
your yard or land cleared of
For sale by owner 3 bedroom and service manual. $375. Call 759-4000.
your art work and
For sale! 1975 Ford van
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
ENGINE REPAIR
stumps. We can remove stumps
brick home, located on 2 wood- 753-0314 after 5 pm.
customized
photos
paint. new tires
1973 Camaro 350 CID, Craig
up to 24" below the ground.
kil3tvers luers Cnoinsaas
ed lots in Sherwood Forest, 2 1979 Yamaha XS-11
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 159-1116
Special, stereo, Goodyear radials, good and extras. Nice, excellent
Fast Service
leaving only sawdust and chips_
Gueronteed
CARTER STUDIO
baths, attached 14 car garage, 1800 miles, like new,
work
Will
$3200. condition. Best offer. Call 753- shape. $2800. Phone 753pickup
day or night.
nod deliver
Call for free estimate Bob
and greenhouse Natural gas Call 492-8507 before 6 pm.
753-4244.
304 Main St. 753-8298
9288 or 753-6713.
8257.
Kemp 435-4343 01 435-4319
heat and wood burning stove.
central air Grounds include 48. Auto. Services
1977 Chevrolet Impala, power 1973 Ford van, fully customizgarden. fruit orchard, and 1974 Olds, 350 motor; 1971 steering and brakes, air. split ed inside and custom paint
child's log cabin playhouse Plymouth, 340 motor. Also seats, silver with red interior, outside. Digital read out clock
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for Cutlass and Duster parts. Call in excellent condition. $2900. and AM-FM tape deck. $2250.
Call 1-354-6217.
753-8762.
appointment
753-6863.
1972 Cutlass Supreme For sale: 1973 International
Oldsmobile, 350 engine, Travel-all truck, model 1010. 8
HORNBUERLE BARBER SHOP
automatic
automatic transmission with cylinder,
w
Sae Wass+ Strt
air-conditioning, blue with transmission, air-conditioned,
Closed All Day Wed.
I NEW OFFICE NOUNS:
white vinyl top. Excellent con- radio, heater. power. clean.
Saturday 7:30 615:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
dition, $575. Call after 4 pm, Anxious to sell, $975. Call 753Price of
6500 or 753-8050.
753-9817.
PRICE SUAVE 75'
NANICVE $1.25
:, , .., „. ,a li House(7,r.Cori 157 3685 OnFefay lei bd.:o , k
1971 Datsun 240Z. Sharp, new 1970 Jeep truck with topper.
paint, mag wheels, 4-speed $1800. Call 753-588,9.
manual. Call 753-9592.
Rare, 1964 Ford Econline
1978 Datsun 810. 6 cylinder, pickup, semi custom, fist
needs finishing, Can be seen at
automatic. Call 437-4341.
110942 Vine Street.
1975 Formula Firebird, good
1977 Suburban, four-wheel
condition, $2500. 436-5438.
drive, power steering, power
Between one mowing and the next, your
for sale. 1969 Chevrolet Im- brakes, air,
house could change owners. And you know
automatic
pala. power steering, power transmission, AM-FM
last!
that's
stereo,
brakes, good tires. 753-1586 CO radio,
How can we be so sure?
factory wheels,
days or 753-3590 after 5 pm.
Because we're a member ol the
$2200. Call 753-3535 or 753Homes For Living Network
1979 Mustang. PB, PS, air, 8266.
AM-FM stereo cassette. cruise. 51. Campers
Call between 8 and 4, 43518 Foot self-contained camper.
4590.
$2500 or will consider trade
1974 Maverick, 4-door, blue, for boat
and motor. Call 753air-conditioned, PS. 250 6 2844.
cylinder automatic. $1100.
See the new Prowler trailers for
492-8596.
1980 - Also many good used
1973
Mazda
RX-2,
4-speed,
air,
DO YOU FEEL LIKE A
trailers. Arrowhead Camper
radial tires, good condition. Sales, Highway
80 East,
Call 436-5353.
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
SHRIMP IN A BIG OCEAN?
1975 Pontiac. $1495. 753- 1971 Scottie camper, 18 foot,
4445.
self-contained, sleeps six, gas
STOP!
1978 T-bird Landau, black, all and electric or battery
VIP(VERY IMPRESSIVE PROPERTY)
power, sun roof, tilt wheel, powered. $1500_ 489-2713.
NEW LISTING-GATESBORO
WE CAN MAKE YOU
LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
Heautiful Colonial home and 2 acres that
cruise, $5500 or best offer. Two campers, both
in good
has more special features than you can im- With this like new executive home on quiet This home has everything for comfortable,
Call 489-2797 after 6 pm.
condition, both have stove and
agine. All rooms are spacious, with 4 Gatesboro street. Beautifully decorated, 3 convenient family living. Many
FEEL IMPORTANT!
1978 Thunderbird, priced to ice box. Pop up sleeps 8, slide
bedrooms, 31
/
2 baths, living room, family bedroom, 2 bath home with many extra outstanding features include heat pump,
in
sell,
excellent
truck
type
condition.
sleeps
One
4.
Both
We are seeking mature, sharp,
room, kitchen and a large 19x27 game features. Bring your dreams and move in large and lovely fireplace in den, spacious
owner. 753-9795.
reasonably priced. Call 753aggressive people to enter our
room. Other features include 2 heating and on this fine home-buying opportunity. Let 2-car garage, 3 bedrooms, 2tv baths,
1973 VW Super Beetle, very /274.
tastefully decorated throughout. Let us
training program. Dedication
cooling systems, fireplace, central us describe this home to you. Upper 70's.
clean, low mileage, local car. 52. Boats and Motors
describe this impressive home to you Upvacuum system, automatic garage door
and hard work will produce at
489-2414.
per 60.s.
For sale: 1978 lift.
opener, and two redwood decks.
least $11,000 the first 12
Hydrosport, 140 hp Mercury
Volkswagen.
1973
Call
753months and a potential $17,
8159.
motor, trolling motnr, trailer,
000 within 24 months. Don't
1976 Vet 1-82. T-top, 4-speed, and dual depth finder. 753miss this opportunity. Apply in
TT-steering, factory mags, 9240.
person to:
power steering, power brakes, For sale: 40 hp Evinrude, good
power windows, air. leather. condition. $350 firm 436Serious inquires only. Call 527- 2180.
8255 after 3 pm.
14 Ft. Starcraft V-bottom
A SIXTH SENSE?
aluminum boat, 35 hp
50. Used Trucks
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this sharp 2
LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL
bedroom home only 5 minutes from Mur1979 Chevrolet 4-wheel drive. Evinrude with trailer, $400.
VACANT-IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
ray. Central heat and air, extra insulation,. In this extremely attractive 3 bedroom
excellent condition, $4000. Days 492-8241, 9 to 5.
Owner has moved and wants to deal on this.
and maintenance-free aluminum exterior brick home with fireplace in living room.
1975 Buick LeSabre, $1100. 16 Ft. Fabuglas boat with 85
comfortable 3 bedrooms, 2 bath home in a
trim just begin to describe the fine formal dining room, attached garage.
hp Mercury. Power trim and
Call 753-8127.
super location. Family room with
features this home offers for an invest. Horne is situated on lovely tree-shaded lot
1975 Dodge pickup. Good con- walk through windsheild. Fully
fireplace, central gas heat and central air
plus extra lot with garden spot, fruit trees,
equipped with trolling motor,
ment of only 142.500.
dition. 753-6686.
make this home a good investment in the
and mature shade trees. Fenced backyard
depth finder, etc. Will sell with
low 50's.
and outside storage building. All this for an
or without fishing equipment.
attractive price. Mid 40's, Phone 753-1222,
Like new. 753-4978.
Kopperud Realty.
12 Foot Wildflower sailboat,
$200. Call 436-2603.
1974 16' Signa, open bow, full
cover, 4 cylinder Mercruiser,
easy load trailer, excellent condition, $3300. Call 527-1042.
1977 Skeeter bass boat, 15 ft..
with 1977 Johnson 115 hp
PERFECT STARTER HOME
HOME AND TM ACRES
motor, excellent condition, like
Just listed is this neat and attractive
Located
only
4
miles SE of Murray is this western cedar sided home that could be
new. Call (502) 247-6006 after
good 4 bedroom home with aluminum just the home you've been looking
5:30 pm.
for
siding.
Property includes 2 tobacco barns, Therrnopane windows, carport with con., Unique opportunity to own this lovely A53. Services Offered
stock barn, other outbuildings, and a crete driveway and collier lot location are frame home situated on a large wooded
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelpeaceful country setting. Priced in low a few of the extra nice features. Offered in waterfront lot overlooking beautiful Kening
tucky Lake. Private location only 14 miles
and
maintenance.
50's.
the wooer 30's.
from Murray. Priced to sell fast - 136.000!
References. Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
Grow plants for profit in your own greenhouse. or 753.2501 after 5 pm.
Air-conditioning and refrigeraFor a small investment we will install your
tion, service work on all
greenhouse with a 5 year warranty, completely
brands Used air-conditioners
Evenings Cell:
refrigerators for sale Bill
equipped with plants and training furnished. and
Shirley Wiffen1753-304,3
Rollins, 753-0762.
Ready to start growing plants for our market!
Cori Modereee 753-7132
Brick patio and walks, also
01111tetheri 7511-41041
wooden patio decks Free
Investments are covered by inventory. Only a
George freelimpleor 753-8121 _
estimates. Have references.
OA oppered 753-1222 Call 759-1659 or 753-6581
limited amount of growers will be accepted in this
Des Bailey 751-4577
Concrete
and block work. Block
area. Hurry and call for free information 753- Warn. Dasements,
driveways,
3316.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett.
MINININNIMBINHIP
753-5476

It won't kill
crabgrass,
but it gets rid
of
houses fast.

Be Your
Own
Boss!
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'Pyramid Party' Latest In Long
Line Of Get-Rich-Quick Schemes

I Funerajd
Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Giles At
The Funeral Home
The funeral for Mrs. Mary
Kathleen Horn Giles, mother
of Ruiald Horn Giles of Murray. is being held today at 2
p in at the chapel of the
Milner and Phillips Funeral
Home, Wickliffe, with the
Rev Bruce Wills officiating.
Pallbearers are Fred Case.
Milburn Kane, Keith Kelley,
Vernon Golightly, W
ihepherd. _Clifford Rollins,
Pap fleanisley !loyal Key,
Joe Grace, 3 W. Pittman,
Hallett Brown, 3. W. Hunter.
ohir W Hallett, and .Charle,
Geveden Burial will follow in
tae cviakliffe Cemetery.
lyIrs. Giles, 64. a resident of
Wicldiffe Route 1, died Tues-lay at 4-30 a.m, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Pali:ail. She was the widow
at Raymond Giles.
She is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Judy G.
Vance, Wickliffe; two sons,
Raryniond Chad Giles,
Plareace. and Ronald Horn
Giles, Murray three sisters —
Mrs. Pau:ine Phillips,
Wickliffe, Mrs. Fannie
Nichols, La Center. arid Mrs.
Ruby Garrett, Barlow; four
liraitheia ..a Carl Horn,
Jahn Horn.
---75111721fhl- 'FloTiaft }Torn; Clinton, Mo., and Harold Horn, La
Center; 13 grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
. the form_ af .contributions to
- the Miterican Cancer Society,
Kentucky Division, Medical
Arts Building, 1169 Eastern
Parkway. 1,ouisville, Ky.
4021.

By GLORIA ORLAND
Associated Press Writer
LW ANGELES A?) — The
word had spread like wildfire
—for a mere $1,000 outlay, an
investor could make $16,000 in
less than a week. The hopeful
gathered — 250 of them — sit-

House Subcommittee
To Investigate Boom
Of Silver Prices
4I1

Dr, Dan Harrison is shown previewing economic education materials presented
recentla from the hISL Center for Economic Education to the Calloway County Middle
School. These materials included film strips, slides, games, and booklets dealing with
various economic subjects. Shown with Harrison, director of the center, are teachers
from the middle school(from left) Pat Allbritten, Harrison, Peter O'Rourke, and Rhonda Shanklin.

THE NEWS IN BRIEF

NATIONAL
VANCOUVER, Wash. AP)
-- A chance of rain dampened
the prospects for a search for
survivors of -the Mount St.
Helens volcano today and
threatened to ground President Carter's plans for a
helicopter tour of the mountain. But rain was welcome in
the communities to the east
that have been nearly shut
down as ash from the volcano
lay down a gritty blanket up to
seven inches deep.
MIAMI AP — With the
curfew lifted and National
Guard patrols stopped, Miami
streets were tense but quiet today after a tide of violence
that killed 15 people. But in
Tampa, a policeman was shot
'by a sniper as he tried to barricade a street where rocks
had been thrown. It was the
third night of scattered unrest
in Tampa, where a white jury
--aequitted four white expolicemen in' the death of
PAIICICA.H. Ky. (API. -black businessman Arthur
Threi,-- Kentiloky„Stadents are McDuffie, spawning rioting in
among 141 chosen for Miami, his hometown.
Presidential Scholars.
The Commission On.
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.
' Presidential. Schalars. an- r AP ) — As somas the federal
naunced that Joan Crnarik of government agreed to move
St. Mary High School in them out temporarily, some
Paducah; . Sam Hirsch of residents of the chemically
Henry Clay High -School in tainted Love Canal area imLexington, and Lisa Petrilli of mediately headed for motels.
• J. M. Atherton High School in But others say that's not good
Louisville were selected.' .
.• The commission, appointed
'by President -Carter, selected
-- oneboy-and one girl from each
state, as well as 35 students at
large from around the country, for displaying special
TOUTLE, Wash. (API —
skills
in
science, Add this tiny Cowlitz County
creative village to the list of ghost
mathematics,
writing and performing arts.
towns of the West.
The scholars have been inOn Monday, the town of
_ anted to Washington.
1,200 was the nerve center of
tine 29-auly..3to receive their search and rescue operations
meda lltert
conducted by the Washington
National Guard following the
devastating eruption of Mount
Federal-5Mte Market News Serve&
St. Helens.
May 22,1900
By Monday evening, howRenturty Pmrhase Aree Hog Mailet
Report lacludes6 Buying Stations
ever, geologists and .U.S.
Here:ate Art. 506 Eat 700 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.53 higher sows $I fully SI 5r
Forest Service personnel spotlower
ted a mud dam several miles
130 90-30 25
US 1-2 2190-230165
US 2 116-24011m.
sis 75-30 25 up the valley. If it were to
675 76 29 75
Lk5 2-3 240-2501bs
break, a 200-foot wall of mud,
LT5 24 aa-fanibr
Sow,
water and debris would sweep
221 96D 00
US I 2 rams nal
through the town.
US 1 -3 500450 lbs
$21 90 22 90
Evacuate, said the sheriff.
Us 1-3 450-500 lbs
121 90 22 00
IfS 361.1-650 Ibis 122 06-23 00 few 23 50
The town emptied, and armed
.
120 00-21.00

Three Kentucky
Students Named
Frecidentia1 Scholars
--

enough. "Temporary relocation is pure hell,- said one
woman attending a packed
meeting to hear news of the
long-awaited relocations. "We
don't need it. We don't want it.
.We want to settle our lives
once and for all."
President Carter on
Wednesday declared a state of
emergency for the area,
releasing money to evacuate
710 families and reimburse
them for housing for up to a
year.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
With a hard-fought compromise finally at hand, House
and Senate negotiators face a
bigger battle ahead as they try
to sell the full Congress a 1981
budget that outlines a huge increase in defense spending
and projects the first federal'
surplus in 12 years.
WASHINGTON (API — In.
West Virgin, eitizen.s who
sign a petition to get John
Anderson's name on the
November ballot as an independent presidential candidate and then vote in a state
primary could actually be sent
to jail. It's just one of many
obstacles Anderson faces in
getting his name on the ballot
in all 50 states, a move that is
necessary if his independent
run for the presidency is to
stand a chance.

Village Should Be Added
To List Of Ghost Towns

- -Hog Market

19 00

THE

IS

Hot-Air Balloon
• -Lift-Off Slated

K

nlonday-Friday
MURRAY

knituckY
Fried Chicken.
0,
41/4 GOOD LIMITED TIME ONLY

ting two to a chair and lining
the greasy walls of a dilapidated Van Nuys garage.
It was a "pyramid party,"
the latest in a seemingly endless chain of endless chain
schemes that has put dollar
signs in the eyes of hundreds
it Southern Californians,

SOMERSET, Ky. AP) — A
hot-air balloon lift-off at 7 a.m.
Sunday will launch an air fair
at Somerset-Pulaski County
Airport.
Piloting the balloon will be
Ed LaFontaine, director of the
Kentucky Department of
Aeronautics in Frankfort.
Other highlights will include
skydiving demonstrations
every two hours, a breakfast
popular among local pilots, a
demonstration of formation
flying and a demonstration of
it Helio Courier, a specialized
,raft capable of short landings
and takeoffs.

guards stand by vehicles
blocking the access roads.
Chuck Foster, a National
Guard staff sergeant and Toutle resident, was among those
who left.
"The town's dangerous," he
said Wednesday. "It could be
wiped out at any time. There's
no way I would stay. I'm
afraid for myself and my
family, my wife and two
children.
-The volcano also has made
believers out of the people who
were die-hards, people who
said., it couldn't happen,"
Foster said."Take old Charlie
Hill, 30 years a logger. He
became a believer quick.
"Up until Monday evening,
he said, 'They're not going to
drive me out of my home,' but
then he said,'Hell, I ain't staying here any more."
Foster said he didn't plan to
return until after a flood or until someone "can guarantee
me that it won't come." Meanwhile that family was living
with relatives in Toledo,
Wash.
And if anyone wanted to return, authorities would make
it rough.
At George Taylor road, just
below the town, a fire truck is
pulled across the highway. A
jeep and four sheriff's cars
also block the road, and there
are National Guard troops
armed with M-16 rifles.
Beyond them, Tootle lies
quiet.

INTERNATIONAL
KWANGJU, South Korea
(API — A citizens' rebellion
against martial law spread
over the southwest corner of
South Korea today after up to
200,000 demonstrators seized
control of Kwangju, the
capital of Cholla Namdo pro
vince and a city of 800,000
population.
kt least 24 persons were
reported killed, there were
more than 300 injured, and 36
buildings were wrecked in
four days of street battles as
paratroopers and riot police
were unable to quell wellarmed demonstrators demanding the resignation of South
Korea's new strongman, Lt.
Gen. Chun Docthwan,.and an
end to martial law.
ATHENS, Greece (AP) —
Hit men murdered two more
of Libyan strongman Moammar Khadafy's exile foes in
Europe, raising their score to
eight killed in two months.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
A state Occupational Safety
and Health official says that
an air compressor that exploded May 7, killing a groundskeeper at a Harrodsburg golf
course, was designed for the
storage of water and not for
pressure.
And he said similar systems
are in operation at some eight
Kentucky golf courses and one
Indiana golf course.
The pump had been used to
force water from a 3,000 gallon
water tank into a sprinkler
system used to water the
greens at the Bright Leaf Golf
Course.
Groundskeeper Arthur Murphy was killed in an explosion
that blew part of the roof of the
pump house 20 feet in the air.
Robert A. Easton, assistant
director of the Occupational
Safety and Health Division of
Compliance, said Wednesday
that the tank was not equipped
with a pressure relief valve
and the compressor, which
was directly connected to the
tank, was manually operated
by plugging an electric cord
into an outlet.
Evidently, Easton said, the
explosion occurred when the
pressure became too much for
the tank.
Although
regulations
governing such tanks will go
into effect June 15, there cur-

The craze also has police
worried about possible involvement of Mafia figures,
robbers stalking the pyramid
winners and even one
shooting.
In Orange County,
authorities were told that four
gunmen held up one Anaheim
party May 14, and another
man was robbed of his $8,000
winnings and then shot by a
bandit last Friday after leaving a Costa Mesa pyramid
Party.
Anonymous callers are
beginning to flood police with
complaints.
"My wife just pulled all our
savings out of the bank and
went off to a pyramid
meeting. What are you guys
going to do about it?"
demanded one caller whom
police termed typical.
Banks all around Los
Angeles report sudden sizable
cash withdrawals — an
unusual 875,-000 in one day at
one suburban branch — and
runs on PO and $100 bills.
"I've never seen anything
like it — everybody knows it's
the pyramid," said one bank
official, who asked to remain
anonymous.
It's a misdemeanor to
participate in an endless chain
scheme, and the penalty is a
fine of up to $500 or a jail term
of up to six months.
"So what?" said one eager,
anonymous winner at the party Tuesday night in Van Nuys.

"What's a $500 fine? I've already made $16,000. And you
can get a misdemeanor taken
off your record."
As in chain letters, the problem with pyramid schemes is
that once they fall apart, those
who have invested but not collected are left with nothing.
In Northern California, San
Jose police said Wednesday
they are belatedly getting
complaints from people who
have lost thousands of dollars.
"The schemes are all burnt
out up here," said Officer
Jack Morris.
Many of the complaints
have been second-hand or
anonymous. The Costa Mesa
shooting was reported by the
victim's minister, said police
Lt. Jack Calnon. He said participants may be reluctant to
speak out for fear of prosecution.
At a party Monday night in
Burbank, 13 people out of 118
attending were arrested.
Among those nabbed was a
man identified by police as a
low level Mafia figure. But investigators declined to give
his name for fear of jeopardizing pending investigations.
Even the shooting didn't
seem to worry the partygoers.
"Well, it's scary. I mean it's
just so incredible seeing all
that money, all those hundred
dollar bills changing hands.
It's so incredible. That's why I
just can't get too scared," said
one woman.

rently are none in effect.
Easton said state officials
are concerned because the
system's designer, Clarence
Blankenship of Harrodsburg,
had installed similar equipment at eight other Kentucky
golf courses and one in Indiana.
Blankenship, who owns the
Bright Leaf Course, has pro
vided a list of those courses to
state officials.
A state inspector found
conditions similar to those at
the Harrodsburg course at six
private courses he inspected.
Either the managers or
groundskeepers at the six
courses have been advised of
their potential danger.
The courses are Hickory
Hill Golf Course at 1Liberty,
Lone Oak Golf Course at
Nicholasville, Henry County
Country Club at New Castle,
Dix River Country Club at
Stanford, Spring Lake Country Club at Lexington and
Ponderosa Country Club at
Ashland.
The two remaining courses
are located at General Burnside State Park and Carter
Caves State Park. The Department of Parks has also been
cent, says a subcommittee
By GLENN RITT
alerted to the potential
staff member.
Associated Press Writer
danger.
Moreover,say Carswell and
Indiana officials have been
WASHINGTON (AP) — A others, few prices have come
contacted about the Valley House subcommittee is indown significantly, even
View Golf Course at Floyd
vestigating how last year's though silver prices fell from
Knobs,
speculative boom in silver $50 an ounce in January to
KOSH Director Michael prices fueled runaway infla$10.80 in March.
Ragland said he is concerned tion and still affects conJames Stone, chairman of
there may be other courses sumers,from camera buffs to the Commodity
Futures
with similar systems and urg- hearingaid wearers.
Trading Commission, told a
ed course officials to contact
Deputy Treasury Secretary House Agriculture subcomhim in Frankfort if they have Robert Carswell, who was to
mittee Tuesday that the
any questions.
testify at hearings today, says "silver bubble worsened the
silver and other precious No. 1 concern of the average
national Olympic committees
metals accounted for almost American consumer — inflawhich are late in making their
onethird of the 1.6 percent rise tion."
decisions."
in wholesale prices last
In addition, 6,000 jobs were
Killanin was back home in
January.
lost in the jewelry, silverware
Dublin, Ireland, following a %.1 I
That jump triggered a and plateware manufacturing
FRANICFORT, Ky. (AP) —
trip to both the Soviet Union
series of anti-inflation moves industry between November
and the United States, where Dennis P. Carrigan has been by the Carter administration
add February as the effect of
he talked with the heads of named executive director to and the Federal Reserve
skyrocketing silver prices ripboth countries in an attempt to the Kentucky Energy and Board, including higher intake politics out of the Games. Utility Regulatory Commis- terest rates and emergency pled through the economy, he
said.
Killanin said Wednesday he sions,effective June 2.
credit controls.
The billionaire brothers
Carrigan, 40, of Lexington,
had told Soviet President
In
recent
weeks,
the
House
Nelson Bunker Hunt and W.
Brezhnev that the awarding of currently is serving as deputy Government Operations subof Texas were
the Summer Games to to Public Protection and committee on consumer and Herbert Hunt
Moscow was not a stamp of Regulation Secretary Foster monetary affairs has received not the only victims of what
said. "They
approval for the Soviet Pettit and as acting commis- stacks of letters complaining happened, Stone
(the Hunts) can afford to live
Union's policies, as stated in sioner of the Alcoholic about silver-related price inwith inflation," he said."They
the handbook for Communist Beverage Control Board.
creases.
did not lose their job. They
Carrigan, who previously
activists and sent to Soviet
Navajo silversmiths have have not been denied credit"
served a brief stint as acting
embassies all over the world,
been put out of business, batThe two House subcommitFollowing Carter's call to state labor commissioner, was teries for hearing aids have
tees are among five congresboycott the Games because of commissioner of Parks, nous- tripled in price, and the cost of
the Soviet's military presence trig and Community Develop- X-ray film has jumped 93 per- sional panels investigating the
silver market crisis.
in Afghanistan, 49 countries — ment for the Lexingtonaccording to an Associated Fayette County Urban County
Press count — have decided Government when Pettit was
mayor.
not to send teams to Russia.
He replaces Clair Nichols of
Killanin said the implacable
Brezhnev showed no emotion Frankfort.
when he warned him that only
50 or so countries might be
represented in Moscow as a
pram a atorial of local citerest at II
result of Russia's military ac- a ni CST today furnished to Mc Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
tion.
Cc rp., el Murray,1
In another development, the
Industrial Average
+4.611
U.S. Congress was asked Air Produc
3514+%
1978 CHEV. Scottsdale
514+14
Wednesday to strike special American Motors
4-Wheel Pickup-Stock No. 1-989-1.
34% one
gold medals for America's anmh,elan'i Tel
5104+54
lobe over payments: If qualified with satisfactory credit.
Chrysler
Mc uric
Olympic athletes.
$5128.46 outright cash purchase. To finance: $350.12 cash
)4%+%
Ford Motor
Sens. Gary Hart, D-Colo., G.A F
down; payments of $155.18 for 41 monthly payments.
11%+%
I Total Poyback-$6362.38, APR•I 4.475
.
and Ted Stevens, R-Alaska,in- General are
Fleetade-CII1071134ladwe Owe *51, Nue Cwoonn Vinyl Manch, I mane. 25 Ill
troduced legislation to strike Generalrunic
rs
nvies. ISO V4 awtomalic, rats ...Weals, am radio, dwal ewhaw4 Wiled Om
650 gold medals to honor the Goners!TWO
Mee trwaig'Kv Salm T a 14 and km..mai raieded
Good
athletes "who, on the basis of
richh
year
i
Keep Thin Gres? GM f eeling With Genuine GM ParIs
outstanding performance, Gull(61
have earned places on the 1980 t=
i
I B.M
Olympics team."
Even though the U.S. Olymplc Committee voted April 12 Pennwalt
n%+%
to support President Carter's ?.rkeT°°*1
Ws one
753-2617
641 South
112%-%
boycott call, trials are being Wal-Mart
waxtes
held to select a full team.

Safety, Health Official
Says Compressor Was
Designed To Store Water

Soviet Union Makes
•
Unique Gesture To
Colombian Olympic Team
With more than 40 countries boycotting the Summer
Olympics, the Soviet Union
needs all the teams it can get.
That's why, it would seem,
Soviet officials have made a
rather unique gesture to Co
lombia's Olympic team.
In an apparent move to save
what's left of their scaleddown Olympics, Soviet officials will fly the Colombian
team to Moscow for the Summer Games.
Meanwhile, Lord Killanin,
president of the International
Olympic Committee (IOC),
said it would probably not be
until Tuesday before he gets
-a full report from Moscow"
regarding exactly how many
countries will attend the
Games.
Although the deadline for
entries is Saturday, Killanin
said:
"I would be ready to extend
the deadline to help any

Livestock Market
IDUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ',USDA) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
200; compared to Wedneaday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
limited cows 2.00 Lower; bulls steady
with early week's decline; calves and
vealers poorly tested; feeders iritestedi
holiday-shortened scheduled curtailed
demand; commercial cows couple at
4356; utility 4072-4400; cutter 375)4325, canner and cutter wider 800 lb
34.00-3625. slaughter bulls grade 1-3
1115-1070 lb 52.004700; few good and
choice 170-330 lb vealers 73.5645.50;
slaughter calves untested; feeder steers
medium frame 2 340-450 lb 672546.00,
medium frame 1-2 bull calves 506565 lb
59 50-62.75; heifers medium frame 1-2
395-560 lb 55.00432.03.
Hogs 900; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts steady to 25
lower, 1-2 210-240 lb 37.70-50.95; 2210-250
lb 39 25-3072; 2-3 22).280 lb 29.50-30.25. 3220-350 lb 2280-2600, sows 1.00-2.00
lower. 1-2380-406 lb 23.00-23.50, 400475 lb
mostly 7.3.5424,80, few up to 2400, boars
over 350 lb 19 0020.25.
Sheep 25, untested.

Carrigan Named
Executive Director
nf Commission

Stock Market
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MEMORIAL WEEKEND SPECIAL

200/o
Open Late Friday

Off
Storewide

Friday May 23rd and
Saturday May 24th

Cgraham Si Jackson

All New Spring And
Summer Merchandise
Downtown Murray
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